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More than any other single factor, access to community college education

depends on proximity. The advent of the community college branch campus has

opened higher education to broader segments of the population.

The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to discover services that students

who attend a branch campus have utilized and are currently utilizing, and 2) to

discover services that are perceived as needed by a select group of branch campus

students to meet their educational goals. The study examined services in three

stages: 1) outreach and intake, 2) entry, and 3) engagement.

The study took place at a Northwest community college branch campus.

The following research questions were investigated through the use of both

qualitative and quantitative methods.

I. Of the services offered at the branch campus, which of these services

have been and are currently being utilized?

Redacted for privacy



2. What services do students perceive as important in meeting their

educational goals?

Major findings:

Clarity about the mission of the branch campus -

The central phenomenon was the importance of mission clarification for

the branch campus. Once the mission is clarified, strategies for

determining appropriate services can be identified.

Aligning services to meet the needs of branch campus students -

When asked what services need to be provided for students to meet their

educational goals, students overwhelmingly wanted more academic

classes offered at the branch campus.

Intentional student engagement activities must be developed -

Actively engaged students are more likely to meet their educational

goals. Due to the limited amount of time students reported spending at

the branch campus, engagement must be intentional on the part of

faculty and staff.

A pathway of courses for degree completion needs to be developed -

The majority of the students in this study were focused on completing an

Associate degree. A clear pathway of courses for completion of a

degree would be beneficial for students.



The central phenomenon that emerged from this study was the need for a

clear definition of the branch campus mission. Without that determination, the

services necessary to meet students' educational goals cannot be adequately

developed.
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Out on a Limb: Serving Students at One Community College Branch Campus

CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Overview

More than any other single factor, access to a community college education

depends on proximity. The advent of the community college as a neighborhood

institution opened higher education to broader segments of the population (Brawer

& Cohen, 1989). Between 1960 and 1970, the number of community colleges

increased two and a half times, opening at a rate of nearly one per week (Philippe

& Patton, 2000).

M. J. Cohen (1972) studied the relationship between the number of

community colleges in a state, the state's population density, and its area. He found

that community colleges tended to be built so that 90-95% of the state's population

lived within reasonable commuting distance, which is about 25 miles. When the

colleges reached this ratio, the state had a mature community college system, and

few additional colleges were built. As the state's population grew larger, the

colleges expanded enrollment by adding more off-campus or branch campus

locations, but did not add new campuses. Cohen (1972) predicted that 1,074 public

community colleges could effectively serve the nation.
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Currently, there are community colleges in every U.S. legislative district in

every state, totaling more than 1,100 community college campuses and 500 branch

campuses nationwide (Phillippe & Patton, 2000). The number of public

community colleges has remained constant over the last five years; however,

expansion has occurred with additional branch campuses (Cohen, 1995).

As the proximity to the community college increased, the make-up of the

students also changed. In the early 1970s, half of the students in the community

college system nationwide were full-time students, but by 1986 only one-fourth

were enrolled full-time (Brawer & Cohen, 1989). Community colleges historically

responsive to the community needs for additional services opened branch campuses

at convenient locations to attract the growing population of part-time students. The

new campus typically remains a subordinate or branch of the main campus, creating

a single college multi-campus district (Spencer, 1997).

Huitt (1972) attributed the growth in the number of branch campuses

nationwide to cost and size. Branch campuses made a college education more

accessible to many students who would be able to live at home, maintain a job, and

pay lower tuition. Branch campuses also solved a problem for colleges that needed

to increase enrollment, as main campus enrollment was at capacity.

Washington State, by Cohen's (1972) definition, has had a mature campus

system since the 1 970s. The Community College Act of 1967 created 22

community college districts that contained 27 community colleges. Five existing

technical colleges which were administered through the public school districts were



reorganized, and joined the community college system in 1991. From 1970 to

1994, the state did not build any new community colleges. In response to the

growing population and strong public pressure, Cascadia Community College was

authorized in 1994 to be built in Eastern King County, opening in 1998. In 1999,

Pierce College's branch campus at Puyallup reached full campus status, making

Pierce College the third multi-campus district in the state, and Pierce College

Puyallup the 34th community college in Washington State.

Profile of the Community College Student

The nation's community colleges educate a very diverse population in terms

of cultural and ethnic background and social demographics. Among minorities,

community colleges are the schools of choice. Almost 50% of the nation's

minority undergraduates enroll in a community college (Phillippe & Patton, 2000).

Because of flexible schedules and diverse curriculum, community colleges also

attract students with different needs. One unique characteristic of this constituency

is the nontraditional or older student. The average age nationally of community

college students is 29 (Cohen & Brawer, 1996). These students are typically

employed and are returning to college for workforce development, retraining, or

preparation for transfer to a four-year institution. This is a population that

institutions are accustomed to serving at branch campus locations. These students

are usually marginalized as "night students," "off-campus students," or

3
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"nontraditional students." Most institutions pay little attention to how or how well

these student's educational needs are being met (Gaither, 1999).

Approximately 56% of all Washington adults have attended a community or

technical college in Washington State. At any given time 236,000 adults are

enrolled at the 34 colleges. One-third of these students will take classes off-

campus, with the majority taking courses on a part-time basis (Washington State

Board for Community and Technical Colleges, 1999). All but one community and

technical college in Washington State serve students in an-off campus location.

Statement of the Problem

The Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities requires colleges

to provide essential support services, regardless of where students are enrolled.

Standard 3 .A - Purpose and Organization

Student programs and services support the achievement of the

institution's mission and goals by contributing to the educational

development of its students. Student programs and services are consistent

with the educational philosophy of the institution. The institution provides

essential support services for students, regardless of where or how enrolled,

and by whatever means educational programs are offered (Northwest

Commission on Colleges and Universities, 2003).

The Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities further defines the

general responsibilities of college student services to provide services and programs



that are based upon an assessment of student needs. The institution also has the

responsibility to identify students' learning needs and to make provisions for

meeting those identified needs, emphasizing students' achievement of their

educational goals.

As the number of branch campuses as well as the number of students using

branch campuses increases, community colleges will need to examine the services

that will best serve students at a branch campus location and meet the accreditation

standards set forth by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is twofold: 1) to discover what services students

who attend a branch campus have utilized and are currently utilizing, and 2) to

discover what services are perceived as needed by a select group of branch campus

students to meet their educational goals. The study examined services in three

stages: 1) outreach and intake, 2) entry, and 3) engagement.

Outreach and Intake - this stage involves activities where students have

initial contact with the college, and may include contact with college

promotional materials, college outreach activities, or counselors.

Entry - components of this stage may include assessment, advising,

orientation, and registration. This stage prepares students for

enrollment.

5



Engagement - during this stage the students are enrolled in classes on

either a part-time or full-time basis.

The results of this study can inform community college administrators and policy

makers about the level and types of services generally provided by a branch

campus. The services students perceive they need in order to successfully meet

their educational goals will be identified.

Location for the Study

Tacoma Community College (TCC) opened its doors in 1965 to serve the

650,000 residents in Pierce County, Washington. In addition to the 144-acre main

campus in the city of Tacoma, TCC has a branch campus in the city of Gig Harbor.

Tacoma Community College has been offering classes in the Gig Harbor/Peninsula

community since the mid-1970s. During the first several years, credit and non-

credit lifelong education courses were held in the evenings at the Peninsula School

District facilities.

In spring of 1981, the TCC leased a 3,300 square foot building in downtown

Gig Harbor. The Center had four classrooms, an office, and a registration area.

During the first few years of occupancy in the new facility, 10-20 academic and

community service classes were offered each quarter.

Beginning in 1987, the number of classes offered began to increase steadily,

and enrollments in both credit and non-credit programs also increased. Additional

6
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classroom space was needed, so classes were offered in four to six other community

facilities.

In 1995, the Center moved to a new custom designed 13,000 square foot

college-owned building. The facility sits on a 10-acre parcel of land to

accommodate long-range expansion plans. The facility has a welcoming open

commons area used for a variety of student activities. There are eight classrooms, a

conference room, a registration area, a bookstore, and a library resource room. The

building is currently at capacity during both mornings and evening hours.

Community buildings are also used to house both credit and noncredit classes

throughout the year, including Gig Harbor High School, Peninsula Lutheran

Church, World of Dance, and Key Peninsula Civic Center.

The Center offers credit courses leading to an Associate degree or

professional/technical certification. Adult basic education, leisure classes,

customized business training, and other programs are also available. Courses in

computer literacy and a variety of popular software applications are taught in the

Center's computer labs, including computer industry certification programs. The

TCC Gig Harbor Center also participates in Running Start, a program that allows

high school juniors and seniors to enroll in college classes to earn both high school

and college credit.

Students at the Center can access services, which include registration,

assessment, advising, career exploration, cashiering, and book sales. Students can
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also use the Center's online library to order main campus materials and access the

Internet through the Center's Computer lab.

The Gig Harbor Center is located approximately 10 miles from the main

campus of Tacoma Community College, but 3.4 miles of that distance is over the

Tacoma Narrows Bridge. This bridge is one of the most heavily traveled expansion

bridges in the country. The bridge carries more than 90,000 cars per day, far

exceeding its expected capacity of 60,000 cars. Construction of a second bridge

began in the summer of 2002, with an expected completion date of 2005. When the

bridge is completed, a proposed $3.00 toll will be implemented to pay for the cost

of the expansion. Gig Harbor residents have two other options around the Narrows,

by ferry or land, and both routes take more than two hours. Economist Bruce Mann

believes the bridge will bring additional services to the Gig Harbor area because

residents won't pay a toll for discretionary trips (Sherman, 2002). The same thing

could hold true for students wanting to take part-time classes, increasing the need

for services at the Gig Harbor Center in the next five years.

Research Questions

The following questions will guide the design and scope of the study:

1. Of the services offered at the Gig Harbor campus, which of these

services have been utilized, and are currently being utilized by students

at the Gig Harbor branch campus?



2. What services, currently provided or not provided, do students perceive

as important in meeting their educational goals?

Significance of the Study

This study assumes that branch campus student success and satisfaction

with the academic experience is of concern to the community college administrators

and faculty. As the number of branch campuses as well as the number of students

using branch campuses increases, community colleges will need to examine the

services that will best serve students at a branch campus location and meet the

accreditation standards set forth by the Northwest Commission.

This research will contribute to the knowledge base in the area of student

services for community college students. The review of literature shows limited

research in the area of student services. Prior studies have focused on the

administrative perception of the quality and adequacy of student services at the

community college. This study will document information about branch campus

students, experiences and expectations. This study will also provide a broader view

of necessary student services at a community college branch campus location.

Limitation of the Study

This study was limited to a select group of students presently enrolled at the

time of their participation in academic courses from Tacoma Community College,

Gig Harbor Center. Students volunteered to be participants in the study. This study

9



relied on the participants' recollection of their experiences as students at a branch

campus location.

The Researcher's Perspective

The researcher has more than 20 years of experience in the community

college system. The researcher was teaching or administering education programs

at off-campus locations for the majority of those years. Those experiences have

given the researcher a first-hand perspective of branch campus students. These

students are marginalized as "off-campus students" or "nontraditional" students

who have limited opportunities to impact the way colleges provide services that

recognize their uniqueness.

Definition of Terms

Branch campus: A location of an institution that is geographically apart

and independent of the main campus, and (1) is permanent in nature; (2) offers at

least 50% of the courses of an educational program leading to a degree, certificate,

or other educational credential; (3) has its own faculty and administrative

organization; and (4) has its own budgetary and hiring authority (Northwest

Commission on Colleges and Universities).

Nontraditional Student: A nontraditional student is one who has any of the

following characteristics (National Center for Education Statistics, 1998):

10
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Delays enrollment by not entering a post-secondary institution in the

same calendar year that he/she finished high school.

Attends part-time for at least part of the academic year.

Works full time.

Is considered financially independent for purposes of financial aid

eligibility.

Has dependents other than a spouse.

Is a single parent.

Does not have a high school diploma.

The Commission on Colleges and Universities of the Northwest

Association of Colleges and Universities: Recognized by the U.S. Department of

Education and by the Council on Higher Education Accreditation as the regional

authority on the quality of institutions of higher education in the seven Northwest

states: Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. The

Commission is responsible for the evaluation and accreditation of eligible public

and private colleges, universities, and other institutions of higher education in the

Northwest region.

Summary

Community college enrollment across the country continues to rise. Since

1901, at least 100 million people have attended community colleges (Phillippe &

Patton, 2000). While no two community colleges are alike, all share the goal of
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access through open admission, affordable tuition, and access to a convenient

location. This study examined the types of services used by students at a branch

campus location. The study further examined the types of services students need to

successfully attain their educational goals.

An overview of purpose and significance of this study is outlined in this

chapter. Prior to conducting this study, a review of literature was conducted to

determine the current status of student services at the community college, the

evolution of branch campuses, and the changing student population. This review of

literature can be found in Chapter 2. The study design and process are described in

Chapter 3. Findings from the survey and interviews are presented and analyzed in

Chapters 4 and 5. A more in-depth discussion of these findings follows in Chapter

6, as well as recommendations for professional practice and recommendations for

further research.



CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The review of literature will focus on the following general areas of

knowledge regarding community colleges: student services, branch campuses,

student engagement, and the changing student population. These areas are critical

to this study.

Student Services

Academic affairs and student service functions at most institutions run on

parallel but separate tracks, with academic affairs focused on student cognitive

development, while student services are focused on affective growth (Terenzini &

Pascarella, 1994). This has historically been the case since 1870 when Harvard's

President, Charles William Eliot, appointed Ephraim Gurney as a dean to help

relieve the burden of discipline from the president's shoulders. Later, this deanship

was divided into two offices, academic dean and dean of student affairs. By the

early 20th century, this model was established at most institutions (Brubacher &

Rudy, 1997). This structure was created out of administrative convenience. It has

not evolved from any concept of how students learn, nor is it supported by research

evidence (Terenzini & Pascarella, 1994).

Research on the scope and quality of student services at community colleges

has been limited. While community colleges have played a critical role in

13
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American Higher Education, they have not received the attention they deserve in

the area of research. Approximately 40% of Amencan college students are enrolled

at a community college, yet 5% of the research in higher education focuses on

community college students (Pascarella, 1997). The serious danger is that in the

absence of research, policy makers may rely on unsubstantiated beliefs about the

effectiveness of the community college system (Pascarella, 1999). The absence of

research may not represent a lack of concern about student services at the

community college, but reflects in general the lack of research in the area of

community colleges.

Research on the scope and quality of student services at the community

college has been limited to four major studies. The first study was conducted by

Humphreys (1952); the second by the Carnegie Foundation in 1965 (Raines, 1966);

the third by Matson (1972); and the fourth by Mattox and Creamer (1998). Every

two-year college in the United States has some form of student services that

provides support to students while they attend college. Generally, these services

include academic and personal counseling, financial aid, tutoring, and other

academic assistance (Cohen & Brawer, 1994). Historically, these services have

been perceived as instrumental to student and academic success.

The early studies conducted by Humpreys (1952) and Raines (1966)

concluded that student services provided at junior colleges were inadequate to meet

the needs of students. In 1952, the Committee on Student Personnel Services in
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Junior Colleges first identified the following services as constituting a quality

student services program:

Orientation and high school relationships

Admission

Guidance services including testing

Student life

Job placement and follow up

Administration

The committee sent questionnaires to 53 member colleges asking about the

extent and quality of student services in the above mentioned categories. They

found that few junior colleges had adequate programs in these categories, and that

student programs were not recognized as a major function of the college. The

respondents also reported that testing and counseling functions were not

satisfactorily developed, and that few qualified staff had full-time positions.

The National Committee developed the most definitive list of student

service functions for community colleges in 1965 for Appraisal and Development

of Junior College Student Personnel Programs. Funded by the Carnegie

Corporation, the project team of student personnel leaders defined essential

functions, which were organized into seven categories:

Orientation functions, including pre-college information, student

induction, group orientation, and career information.
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Appraisal functions, including personnel records, educational testing,

applicant appraisal, and health appraisal.

Consultation functions, including student counseling, student

advisement, and applicant consulting.

Participation functions, including co-curricular activities, and student

self-government.

Regulation functions, including student registration, academic

regulation, and social regulation.

Service functions, including financial aid and placement.

Organizational functions including program articulation, in-service

education, program evaluation, and administrative organization.

The literature on student services since this list was developed makes no

substantive modification to the list. Raines (1966) conducted a study of more than

150 junior colleges and 600 staff. Each college completed an Inventory of Selected

College Functions. The National Committee rearranged these functions into the

following five units, based on the earlier list developed for Appraisal and

Development of Junior College Student Personnel Programs:

Admission, registration, and records unit

Graduate placement and financial aid

Student activities

Guidance and counseling

Central administration unit
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The committee concluded that three-fourths of junior colleges did not have

adequate student service programs according to this revised list. The counseling

and guidance functions were inadequate in half of the junior colleges.

The third major study, by Matson (1972) and funded by the Esso Education

Foundation, concluded that little appreciable change had occurred since 1966. The

earlier Carnegie Study recommended a restudy of junior college student personnel

programs in 10 years to measure improvements and to chart new directions

congruent with new circumstances (Raines, 1966). For the Esso Foundation study,

questionnaires were sent to all colleges listed in the 1971 Directory of Junior

Colleges with enrollment of 100 or more students. Usable questionnaires were

received from 589 institutions. Although there were a few additional services

offered, Matson (1972) concluded "the variety or range of services provided in the

colleges in this study has not appreciably increased or decreased since 1964" (pg.

52).

Realizing that community colleges have changed significantly since 1972,

Mattox and Creamer (1998) asked 172 student services administrators at

community colleges whether student services functions that had been included in

the Carnegie study were still being provided in 1998. The study also identified

additional services in the areas of enrollment services, student development, special

support services, college mission, partnership development, and student outcome

assessment. These seven additional areas brought the number of student service

functions to 28. The study divided colleges into large and small colleges. As in the
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earlier Carnegie study, a headcount of 2,500 students or more were considered large

colleges and less than 2,500 were considered small colleges. Multi-campus

colleges were considered as one college.

The differences in the level of services between the two time periods were

significant. For small colleges, the increase in services was more than 30% overall,

and in some areas the increase was as much as 60%. The main areas of increase for

both large and small colleges were in the administrative organization, program

evaluation, and information request response. The study provided significant

additional information regarding the positive growth of critical services for

students. In the study, both large and small colleges reported services to students

were fairly broad and of good quality, unlike previous studies.

One development that may have contributed to the growth of student

services was the Student Success System Model. This model emerged in the late

1970s and early 1980s. The student success system is based on the integration of

system theory and systems method. Some of the assumptions upon which this

model is based are:

A system design is used to track perspective students from point of

contact through the point of transition to employment or transfer.

The interrelationship of student support programs to maximize potential

for student success.

The college as a system with various subsystems that are interdependent.

A change in one subsystem changes the other subsystems.
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The Student Success System Model assumes student-centeredness, yet balances

opportunity and responsibility for successfully meeting student goals.

Miami-Dade Community College, a large multi-campus in Florida, was one

of the first community colleges to implement a comprehensive student success

system. Miami-Dade made the commitment that students would be thoroughly

assessed for appropriate course placement, carefully monitored for progress toward

program completion, and given the benefit of special intervention programs. Both

faculty and counselors had a well-defined role in advising students. New and

continuing students who had a declared major and no basic skills deficiencies were

referred to teaching faculty for advising. Undecided students, transfer students, and

students with basic skills deficiencies were directed to counselors. A highly

computerized system allowed counselors to ensure that students were improving

their identified basic skills deficiencies and completing general education

requirements early in their program of studies. Computerized progress and

attendance reports from faculty generated letters to students advising them of

assistance offered at different campuses to overcome deficiencies. At the end of

each term, students with weak academic records were required to meet with a

counselor prior to registration for the next academic term. Student transcripts were

aligned by degree requirements rather than academic semesters, so that counselors

or advisors could check graduation status and progress to transfer to 72 programs at

13 Florida universities and colleges. While the Miami-Dade system is dependent

on technology, the key feature is the balance between technology and student-
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centeredness. The technology releases professionals from the mundane role of data

processing and routine information exchange to perform higher tasks of developing

and maintaining a human support system for students (Keyser, 1989).

Student services at community colleges are markedly different today than 20

years ago. Student service experts have become architects of student success

systems that maximize the opportunities for students to clarify and reach their

educational goals. Early studies emphasized the role and functions of student

services by utilizing surveys to expose weaknesses in program effectiveness. The

current literature points to leadership and contemporary realities of community

colleges, such as the utilization of technology, to increase the effectiveness of the

delivery of student services. One common element is the focus on student success

to guide the practice of student services.

The Evolution of Branch Campuses in Higher Education

Historically, community colleges have placed a great emphasis on providing

access to programs that include transfer education, workforce education, and

lifelong learning (Reitano, 1988). The community college mission set forth in the

l 920s was that of a public support institution that had something for everyone

(Cohen, 1975). Cohen further stated that more than any other single factor, access

to a community college education depends on proximity. Geographic design

implications for community colleges were different than early American colleges,

which were primarily located in rural, pastoral settings. Early community colleges
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that attempted to replicate this design found people had difficulty obtaining

transportation, and found the remote country setting unfamiliar and unwelcoming

(Cohen, 1975). Location of community colleges near urban residential areas has

been an important factor in their success. Community colleges tend to be built so

that 90-95% of the population live within a reasonable commuting distance of 20-

25 miles (Cohen, 1972). This allows students to take classes at convenient

locations and arrange their schedules around work and family.

Although community colleges can be found in a variety of settings, they

tend to be urban areas. The first two-year college was founded in Joliet, Illinois in

1901, but the community college momentum came from the California legislature

in 1907, which mandated that schools be established to provide two years of

education or training beyond high school. These institutions were to be located in

or near high schools (Reitano, 1988). As community colleges developed into

institutions of higher learning in their own right, they didn't want to be seen as

extensions of high schools and this concept carried over into the planning and

construction of new community colleges.

Designers of urban community colleges faced the dilemma of designing a

college to look like a college, yet fit into a community. In the late I 960s, educators,

students, architects, and community groups pressured for changes in the physical

structure of the community college, a unique facility that would move access to

education directly into urban areas. McDaniel (1968) suggested a "sidewalk

college" that would be spread through the town in storefronts and church
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basements, making educational opportunities available on every city block.

Gideonse (1967) suggested the "communiversity" that would be a community-

centered institution in which students, faculty, and community would all become

participants in the learning process. Another suggestion by Lacy (1962) was an

"academic street" where a college would expand or contract along a road. The

college would overlap areas where people lived and worked. All of these concepts

advocated moving the community college into the city in order to integrate school

and community, making education a part of everyday living. Cohen (1969)

suggests that when school is part of the street where students live, it is just as easy

for a person to attend school as it is to window shop or go to the movies.

As intriguing as these concepts were, the arguments in favor of isolated

urban campuses were more compelling for designing a community college campus.

A college that city residents could point to was a symbol of pride, as was the status

of being associated with a distinguishable institution. The construction of

community colleges escalated between 1960 and 1970. The number of community

colleges increased two-and-a-half times, opening at a rate of nearly one per week

(Phillippe & Patton, 2000).

In the mid-1970s, the growth of new colleges slowed; however, outreach

facilities such as branch centers spread into the cities (Deegan & Tillery, 1985).

Community colleges, historically responsive to the community needs for additional

services, opened branch campuses at convenient locations to attract the growing

urban and suburban populations. For many campuses, growth on the main campus
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was limited, and serving students at a new location was the only option for

expansion. Many of these facilities did indeed become the "sidewalk" colleges or

the "communiversity," located in shopping malls and other convenient locations.

The need for branch campuses was not only found in the community college

system, but in the university system as well. By 1962, there were 150 branch

campuses in urban centers. Just as land-grant colleges had been created in the

1 860s to spur agricultural reform, in the 1 960s a new group of educational

institutions emerged to meet the needs of the nation's growing urban population

(Elliot, 1994).

In Washington State, the public universities realized the need for the

formation of branch campuses during the 1980s. In 1988, the Higher Education

Coordinating Board (HEC Board) recommended the formation of branch campuses

in the master plan for higher education. The plan was approved by the state

legislature and eventually signed by the governor. The need for urban branch

campuses was highlighted in the urban Puget Sound area, particularly as the

population growth was projected to increase by 50% by the year 2010 (Kerr, 1988).

Only two, public four-year universities were located in the Puget Sound area. More

critical than the response to urban population growth were the significant societal

changes that were taking place across the state.

The rate of single parent families was growing in Washington State,

particularly those headed by females. The rate of poverty for single-mother

families was double the rate for all families with children. The rate of women
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entering the workforce was also rapidly rising. Many of these families were

considered "placebound"constrained by limited financial and other resources

from moving from an urban community to other parts of the state in order to attend

educational institutions (deGive, 1996). Branch campuses located in urban growth

areas helped meet the need for this growing and changing population.

The effectiveness of branch campuses lies in the flexibility to offer

educational services that respond directly to community needs. Although the

number of public community colleges has remained constant over the last five

years, expansion has occurred with additional branch campuses (Cohen, 1995).

Huitt (1972) attributed the growth in the number of branch campuses nationwide to

cost and size. Branch campuses have made a college education more accessible to

many students who could live at home, maintain a job, and pay lower tuition.

Branch campuses also solved a problem for colleges that needed to increase

enrollment when main campus enrollment was at capacity.

The Importance of Mission Clarification for a Community College Branch Campus

A branch campus simply cannot do everything well and, therefore, must

choose a more limited set of objectives on which to focus. Breneman and Nelson

(1981) argue that the fundamental choice facing community colleges is whether to

emphasize adult education, continuing education, or community education, or to

emphasize college transfer to college and professional/technical programs

sacrificing elsewhere if necessary. It may not be possible to have it all. As Patricia
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Cross (1985) asks, "Can any college perform all of those functions with

excellenceor even adequately in today's climate of scarce resources and heavy

competition for students?" (p. 35). This question is important, not only for

comprehensive community colleges, but also for branch campuses as well.

To examine the community college mission, it is important to examine the

program components that make up the community college mission. These three

components are core, vertical, and horizontal (Morest, 2004). By carefully

examining each of these components, a branch campus can determine a focused

mission to serve the local community. This focused mission can then drive the

services that need to be available to students in order for them to achieve their

educational goals.

The core is comprised of degree-granting programs that lead to either an

academic Associate degree, transfer to a four-year college or university, or a

terminal occupational degree or certificate. Remediation is part of this core

function, since developmental education is designed explicitly to prepare students

to enter degree-granting programs.

The purposes of vertical programs are to develop institutional relationships

and articulation agreements that assist students in moving seamlessly through the

community college system. First, they may attract better prepared students to the

community college through programs offering college and high school credit

simultaneously. Second, students can easily transfer to a four-year institution
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because of strong articulation agreements. These programs can strengthen the

status of community colleges.

Horizontal expansion involves the development of postsecondary

educational programs outside of the core degree-granting areas. Although these

activities might enroll students without high school degrees or students with

Baccalaureate degrees, the programs do not involve institutional relationships with

high schools or four-year colleges, nor do they involve provisions for earning credit

in four-year schools. These programs include non-credit continuing education,

avocational instruction, and contract training, but also extend to initiatives such as

running small business development centers or Workforce Investment Act (WIA)

consortium partnerships.

Identification of the core, horizontal, and vertical mission components will

clarify the population to be served at a branch campus. This is critical because the

interests and demands of the various constituencies may conflict. Eighteen-year-

old students with baccalaureate aspirations might want a more collegiate

environment with transfer classes and extra-curricular activities. Business leaders

and older workers may want much more focused technical or occupational

preparation programs that are not wedded to quarterly schedules or collegiate

educational norms. For these groups, extracurricular activities such as student

programs, student clubs, and other aspects of college life are irrelevant.

Community groups may want the colleges to concentrate on serving populations

with serious educational, economic, and social problems, but these efforts probably
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will not contribute to, and may detract from, the focused technical preparation that

business wants, or the collegiate atmosphere sought by baccalaureate aspirants.

Given these conflicting interests, it is not surprising that colleges often

segregate the services they provide for their disparate student groups. There may be

some benefits to more coordination, but at some point those benefits are

outweighed by the difficulties of trying to serve many different objectives within a

unified or integrated program.

Changing Student Population

The American Community College system has had a tremendous impact on

higher education in the past century. Since 1901, 100 million people have attended

the community college (Phillippe & Patton, 2000). The growth in the community

college system can be attributed to many factors; but most importantly, community

colleges have responded to the needs of the community (Mees, 1997). The change

in student population includes a growing number of minorities, women, and older

students. Nationally, women make up 58% of all community college students.

Nationally, minority students constitute 30% of the community college population,

although in some urban areas the enrollment reaches as high as 50%. Forty-six

percent of the community college population is over the age of 25. Community

college students are more likely to be balancing the demands of school, work, and

family, with two-thirds of community college students attending part-time

(Philippe & Patton, 2000).
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Nationally, 80% of all higher education students commute to a campus

(Donhardt, 1996). For many of these students, education is one of many priorities

in their lives, and time spent commuting often adds to an already stressful

existence. In an effort to determine how far students will commute, Donhardt

(1996) surveyed 7,000 students, citizens, businesspersons, and teachers. Included in

the survey were community college students who were potential matriculants.

Respondents in all age groups and at all education levels reported 35-40 minutes as

the outer limit they were willing to travel to attend classes. These respondents

considered travel time as being important, not the distance to a location. In the

same study, students already attending branch campuses were asked why they chose

branch campuses. Proximity was the primary factor in their choice. These students

also responded that obtaining a degree was more important than attending a

particular institution, with accessibility to an institution as the primary motivator.

Today's community college students demonstrate a variety of enrollment

patterns unanticipated by the founders of the two-year college. Students do not

necessarily attend high school, community college, and a university in a linear

progression. Recent studies have found that the notion of "linear transfer" is

outdated and that enrollment patterns are complex (Arnold, 2000; de los Santos &

Wright, 1990; Kearney, Townsend, & Kearney, 1995; Kinnick et al., 1998). The

notion of non-linear transfer patterns was labeled as the "swirling student" (de los

Santos & Wright, 1990). These are students who enroll at more than one institution
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at a time, or transfer back and forth between campuses and take courses when and

where they are most conveniently available.

Kearney et al. (1995) surveyed multiple-transfer students and found "the

primary reasons for selecting community colleges were affordability of tuition and

convenience of campus locations" (p. 331). The sample for this survey included

students who enrolled at a large, public, urban university in the Midwest and had

attended two or more colleges or universities prior to enrolling in the subject

institution. The study identified four predominant multiple transfer paths for

students, three of them involving the community college:

Four-year institution to community college to four-year institution

students attend one or more four-year schools, transfer to one or more

community colleges, and then transfer to the subject university. This

was the most common pathway, followed by 33% of the respondents. A

higher percentage of these respondents were enrolled full-time than

respondents in any other group.

Community college to four-year institution to four-year institution

students originally enrolled at one or more community colleges,

transferred to one or more four-year institutions, and then moved to the

subject university. This path was taken by 18% of the respondents.

These respondents were less than half as likely as those in the other

groups to have earned a degree from the community college.
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Community college to community college to four-year institution

students attend one or more community colleges consecutively prior to

enrolling in the subject university. This path was taken by 20% of the

respondents. Students in this group reported to being least

geographically mobile, yet earned the highest GPAs and had the highest

intent to earn a bachelor's degree of the four groups.

Four-year institution to four-year institution to four-year institution

students enroll at three or more four-year colleges or universities

consecutively, including the subject university. This path was taken by

12% of the respondents. These respondents were less likely to enroll

full-time, earned a lower GPA, and were the least likely to persist.

Kearney et al. (1995) conclude that the respondents did not appear to make

"poor" college choices, nor were they ill informed about the institutions they

attended. Geographical and/or financial constraints, rather than academic ability,

limited multiple-transfer students' choices. Respondents in all four groups stated

that they intended to transfer from their previous institutions at the time of initial

enrollment.

Kinnick et al. (1998) examined the flow of students in Portland, Oregon,

between three community colleges and Portland State University, and found that

"students move among the three community colleges and the university as if they

were part of a single complex educational system. . ." (p. 93).
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A study of community college transfer students done at San Diego State

University in 1993 identified that students seem to be "milling around" in the

community colleges prior to university transfer. "Students spent an average of five

years from initial community college enrollment to transfer, and three years from

transfer to baccalaureate graduation" (Piland, 1995, p. 20). A complex issue arises

of how to engage non-linear transfer students, "swirling students," or "milling

around" students.

Student Engagement

The work of several researchers has shown the importance of student

involvement or engagement in the college environment. Tinto (1993) proposes that

student involvement is necessary for integration into the college environment, and

integration increases the likelihood of persistence. He maintains that there are two

types of integrationacademic and social. Academic integration refers to the

interactions students experience as part of their learning. Social integration centers

around daily life and the development of peer networks that can positively effect

students' academic achievement. Astin (1993) defines student involvement as both

the quality and quantity of energy the student invests in the college experience. He

asserts that student development and learning are dependent on the level of

involvement the student has with the college environment. Pace (1984) also felt

participation is not sufficient for engagement, but the investment of time and effort

need to be considered.
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There is a lack of research on student engagement at the community college

level. In 2001, researchers at the University of Texas at Austin developed the

Community College Survey of Student Engagement Questionnaire to examine how

students spend their time, and the types of interactions they have with faculty and

peers. The more actively engaged students arewith faculty, other students, the

subject matter they studythe more likely they are to learn and persist toward their

educational goals (McClenney, 2004).

In this study, it was discovered that in striking contrast to the limited

involvement of students in extracurricular activities, students did interact with each

other around their courses. Although a large proportion of students, 42%, reported

that they almost never shared their studies, studying together was the most

frequently occurring of the social activities examined on this questionnaire survey.

Over half of the students, 58%, studied together at least occasionally. Thirty-six

percent of the students studied together about every two weeks. The main area of

social activity reported by the students was a regularly scheduled study group.

Twenty-eight percent of the students, three times as many as reported weekly

student club attendance, responded that they had met with a study group nine or

more times by mid-semester.

Intentional engagement can occur in the classroom through group projects,

service learning projects, appointments with faculty, or utilizing learning

communities. Friedlander & MacDougall (1993) suggests the following practices

to promote student involvement in out-of-class activities: assign a play to the
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English students that is performed by a dramatic group, and ask faculty who are

teaching courses to tie extra-curricular activities, such as guest speakers, to class

activities. Newer themes of cooperative learning, developmental education, and

learning communities also have stressed student peer relations. Less concerned

with traditional forms of peer relations, these approaches have emphasized learning

and studying together. The use of small informal student groups has been a central

component of many programs within each of these three approaches. This, in turn,

has provided opportunities for interaction among students, collaborative learning,

and linkages among students outside the classroom (Gabelnick, MacGregor,

Matthews, & Leigh-Smith, 1990; Tinto, 1998). These perspectives have not only

emphasized social interaction, but they also have been embodied in programs that

are spreading among community colleges, and may be generally increasing the

frequency of peer relations centered around studies outside the classroom.

The national findings from the Community College Survey of Student

Engagement report 84% of community college students never participate in college-

sponsored activities (McClenney, 2004). Maxwell (2000) conducted a study

regarding academic integration at a community college in a large western U.S. city.

Students attending this college were primarily middle class but ethnically diverse.

The specific sample (N=744) for this study included the students who participated

in a mid-semester classroom questionnaire survey in one or more of a variety of 19

introductory general education courses (including anatomy and physiology, biology,

chemistry, English, health, history, math, philosophy, politics, psychology, and
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sociology). Measures included items concerning extracurricular social activities

characteristic of campuses, such as student organizations, clubs, music, and drama

activities. To address the specific interests of community college students in their

coursework, items were added concerning studying with other students and joining

a study group outside the classroom. A large majority of the students, 78%,

indicated that they almost never attended meetings of campus clubs, organizations,

or student government. Only 8% participated as often as once or twice a week.

Another 14% attended one or two times a month. Even fewer students attended

artistic, dramatic, or musical activities on campus. A miniscule percentage, 4%,

reported attending one or more times a week. A total of 8% participated about once

or twice a month. Most of the students, 88%, reported that they almost never

attended such activities on campus.

As the urban population continues to increase, the demand for educational

services will also increase. How do we best serve students that are "swirling" or

"milling around" in the education system? How do we best serve students who

may be treating our urban community college campuses, branch campuses, and

four-year institutions as one system? How do we best serve students who are

stopping out, attending part-time, full-time, or a combination of both over a period

of years? In order to serve these students with these complexities, what

components are important in a student services system at an urban branch campus?



Summary

Literature of student services, the changing student population, student

engagement and the evolution and mission of branch campuses can inform

community college leaders of the value of providing services to all students,

regardless of the location. Little data is available about which services will best

meet the needs of branch campus students. This study attempts to provide data

from the branch campus students about which services they utilize and which

services are needed in order to meet their educational goals.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

The scope and quality of student services for two-year colleges has been

reasonably well defined, as illustrated by national studies (Mattox & Creamer,

1998; Humphreys, 1952; Matson, 1972; Raines, 1966). However, an assessment of

the programs and services at a branch campus, as well as the types of students

attending branch campuses, has not been adequately explored.

The following research questions were investigated through the use of a

student survey, as well as group and individual interviews of students from a

selected branch campus of a Northwest community college.

Of the services offered at the Gig Harbor campus, which have been, and

currently are, being utilized by students at the Gig Harbor campus?

What services, currently provided or not provided, do students perceive

as important in meeting their educational goals?

To address the research questions, a study was conducted using both

quantitative and qualitative research methods. Quantitative research studies can be

placed in three broad categories: descriptive, relationship, and experimental

research (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 1999). Survey research is a form of descriptive

research, and was used in this study to develop a description of the behavior and

personal characteristics of the branch campus students. Students were asked to
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identify services they had used, and were also asked to identify personal

characteristics that best fit their current situation.

Qualitative research method of participant interviews was used to further

explore both research questions. According to Merriam (2002), the key to

understanding qualitative research lies with the idea that meaning is socially

constructed by individuals interacting with their world. The world, or reality, is not

the fixed, agreed upon or measurable phenomenon as assumed in positivist,

quantitative research. Instead, there are multiple interpretations of reality.

Qualitative researchers are interested in understanding what those interpretations

are at a particular point in time, and in a particular context (Merriam, 2002).

There are various forms of qualitative research. Generally, qualitative

research is used to describe investigations where the researcher attempts to interpret

phenomena as people bring meaning to them (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998). Several

key characteristics cut across the various forms of qualitative research. The first

characteristic research strives to understand is the meaning people have constructed

about their world and their experiences. As (Patton, 1985) explains:

Qualitative research is an effort to understand situations in their
uniqueness as part of a particular context and the interactions there.
This understanding is an end in itself, so that it is not attempting to
predict what may happen in the future necessarily, but to under-
stand the nature of that setting.... The analysis strives for depth of
understanding.

Since understanding is the goal of qualitative research, a second

characteristic of all forms of qualitative research asserts that the researcher is the
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primary instrument for data collection and analysis. Since the human instrument

has shortcomings and biases that might have an impact on the study, it is important

to identify them and monitor them as to how they may be shaping the collection and

interpretation of the data, rather than trying to eliminate them. The researcher is in

the unique position of joining their personal qualities to the data they have collected

(Peshkin, 1988).

Often, a qualitative approach is the most reasonable approach for answering

research questions where little empirical research exists (Patton, 1990). Another

important characteristic states that qualitative research is inductive. Researchers

gather data to build concepts, hypotheses, or theories rather than deductively

deriving hypotheses to be tested as in positivist research. Qualitative researchers

build toward theory from observations and intuitive understandings gathered while

in the field (Merriam, 2002).

The final characteristic of qualitative research is that it is rich with

description. Words, rather than numbers, are used to convey what the researcher

has learned about the phenomenon.

Research Design

Grounded theory is one form of qualitative research. The researcher does

not begin with a theory to prove, but rather begins within an area of study, and what

is relevant to that area emerges from the data. The end product of a grounded

theory study is the building of substantive theory. Unlike grand theory, substantive
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theory entails some facet of professional practice in real situations. The outcome of

a grounded theory study is a theory with specific components: a central

phenomenon, causal conditions, strategies, conditions, context, and consequences

(Merriam, 2002).

The role of the researcher is to study how people act and react to this

phenomenon. The researcher collects interview data, makes multiple visits to the

field, develops and interrelates categories of information, and presents a visual

picture of the theory (Creswell, 1998). The process of taking information from the

data collection and comparing it to emerging categories is called the constant

comparative method. Data analysis for grounded theory studies is systemic and

follows a standard coding process.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) described three types of coding processes: open,

axial, and selective. Glaser and Strauss (1967) describes open coding as a way to

generate an emergent set of categories and their properties which fit, work, and are

relevant for integrating into a theory.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) describe open coding as the process of breaking

down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data. Strauss and

Corbin (1990) define axial coding as a set of procedures whereby data are put back

together in new ways after open coding. Axial coding focuses on the conditions

that give rise to a category or phenomenon, the context in which it is embedded, the

action or interaction by which the processes are carried out, and the consequences

of the strategies.
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Open and axial coding were used during the data collection process for this

study. The last stepselective coding, conditional propositions or theoryis

presented by way of creating a visual picture that integrates the categories in the

axial coding model.

Denzin and Lincoln (1998) offer the metaphor of the qualitative researcher

as bricoleur, making something from whatever materials are available. The

researcher uses whatever tools are at hand, and if new tools are invented or pieced

together, those are used as well. The choice of tools to use and research practices to

employ is not set in advance. Denzin and Lincoln (1998) further point out the

characteristics of the researcher-as-brjcoleur:

The bricoleur is adept at utilizing diverse tasks ranging from

interviewing to observing, to self-reflection and introspection.

The bricoleur understands that research is an interactive process.

The bricoleur works between and within competing and overlapping

perspectives and paradigms.

As a result of this treatment, "the product of the bricoleur's labor is a

bricolage, a complex, dense, reflexive, collage-like creation that represents the

researcher's images, understandings, and interpretations of the world or

phenomenon under analysis" (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p. 4). This study drew from

a variety of research practices to provide insight and knowledge. Like the

bricolage, the study focused on creating the larger work by combining both

quantitative and qualitative research methods. The quantitative data provides a



general student profile, as well as an overall accounting of student services usage.

The qualitative approach gives the researcher an opportunity to interact with

participants through a guided interview process.

Site Selection

The study took place at the Gig Harbor Center, a branch campus of Tacoma

Community College, a large, urban, multi-campus community college in the Pacific

Northwest. Tacoma Community College is a comprehensive state-supported school

serving more than 650,000 residents of the Tacoma-Pierce County areas of western

Washington. The Tacoma Community College district includes all of Tacoma and

the Pierce County portion of the Olympic Peninsula. The main campus at Tacoma

Community College serves more than 8,400 students on a 150-acre campus.

The Gig Harbor/Peninsula Branch Campus extends Tacoma Community

College's educational services to residents and organizations in Gig Harbor and

throughout the Peninsula. It is located in a 13,000-square-foot facility built in

1995. The Center features classrooms and laboratories, as well as a central open

area that serves as a student activities and commons area.

At the time of this study, one employee located at the Gig Harbor Campus

provided the services available to students. Additional services were available

online, such as student orientation, the application process, grade checking,

registration, writing assistance, and library resources. The selection of services was

based on student and faculty requests. Because no formal study had been done to
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determine the types or level of services that needed to be provided, it was critical to

look at the services offered to students to meet their educational goals.

Study Participants

The Gig Harbor Center has a duplicated headcount of approximately 850

enrollments in academic courses. This translates into a Full Time Equivalent of

235 students. The expected capacity of the Gig Harbor Center is 250 Full Time

Equivalent students.

The study sample was comprised of students from the Gig Harbor branch

campus who were enrolled in one of five introductory academic courses. These

courses were: Introduction to Biology, College Freshman Composition, United

States History, General Psychology, and Introduction to Sociology.

Introductory courses are taken by a wide variety of student types. Some

students may be "academic transfer" students who intend to transfer to a four-year

institution, while others may be "professional/technical" students who are earning a

certificate or two-year degree to prepare for the workplace.

Surveys were distributed in courses taught in the daytime and in the evening

in order to maximize the diversity of students at this branch campus. Approximate-

ly 120 surveys were distributed, with 100 collected by the researcher during these

class times. If students were enrolled in more than one class, they were asked to

complete only one survey. Included with the survey was a response card, so



students could further volunteer to participate in the study in a group or in

individual interviews.

Table 1

Summaiy of Survey Participants

Female 71% Under 24 74% Transfer 80%
Male 29% 25-29 5% Professional/Technical 20%

30-39 9%
40-49 5%
Over 50 6%

Table 2

Summary of Interview Participants
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Participant Gender Age Degree Intent

Student #1, Anna F 25-29 Professional/Technical
Student #2, Becky F Under 24 Transfer
Student #3, Cathy F Over 50 Professional/Technical
Student #4, Darcy F 25-29 Undecided
Student #5, Eve F 30-39 Transfer
Student #6, Frank M Under 24 Professional/Technical
Student #7, Gina F Under 24 Transfer
Student #8, Hank M 25-29 Transfer
Student #9, Ian M 30-39 Transfer
Student #10, Jane F 30-39 Professional/Technical

Gender Age Degree Intent



Data Collection Procedures

Both qualitative and quantitative data collection procedures were used to

conduct this study. A survey, a group interview, and individual interviews were

used to answer the research questions.

Survey

A survey was used to answer the first research question: Which services

have been utilized or are currently being utilized by students at the Gig Harbor

branch campus? The survey was developed in cooperation with the Gig Harbor

Campus Director and the Gig Harbor Student Services Coordinator, and was based

on the student services categories from the National Committee for Appraisal and

Development of Junior College Student Personnel Programs (Matson, 1972).

Those applicable categories for this survey were:

Orientation functions, including pre-college information, student

induction, group orientation, and career information.

Appraisal functions, including personnel records, educational testing,

applicant appraisal, and health appraisal.

Consultation functions, including student counseling, student

advisement, and applicant consulting.

Participation functions, including co-curricular activities, and student

self-government.
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Regulation functions, including student registration, academic

regulation, and social regulation.

Service functions, including financial aid and placement.

Participation in the survey was voluntary, and every attempt was made to

protect the participants' personal identity. Students returned the surveys to a box

placed near the exit. Students who were interested in further participation by

volunteering to be part of a group interview or individual interview filled out a

response card that was separate from the survey and returned separately. Surveys

were distributed in both day and evening classes. Surveys were distributed in five

classes to approximately 120 students. Students were asked to fill out the survey

one time, and of the 120 surveys, 100 were returned.

Interviews

In addition to asking which services the students utilized, group and

individual interviews were used to answer the second research question regarding

the services that were perceived as important to assist branch campus students in

meeting their educational goals. Since the participants had already filled out the

survey regarding past and current utilization of services, they had an awareness of

the purpose and scope of this study, and hopefully, a vested interest in the outcomes

of the study.

The researcher used a guided interview process in both the group and

individual interviews. The guided interview process lists the questions or issues to
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be explored. The interview guide is prepared to ensure that the same basic lines of

inquiry are pursued with each person or group interviewed. This carefully prepared

protocol enables the researcher to focus attention on eliciting and responding to

each interviewee's distinct responses, an important element in engaging and

eliciting individual experiences.

The guided interview protocol was as follows:

The researcher gave a short overview of the research question regarding

the use and level of student services at the Gig Harbor campus.

The students were then asked to tell more about their experiences as

students at the Gig Harbor campus.

These questions were formatted chronologically from the first point of outreach and

intake, to preparation for enrollment through their present experience of

engagement.

Group Interview

The researcher conducted a group interview using a guided interview

process. The value of conducting the group interview was to give students who

would not feel comfortable in an individual interview an opportunity to participate

in the study.

Smith (1954) defined group interviewing as being "limited to those

situations where the assembled group is small enough to permit genuine discussion

among all its members" (Smith, 1954, cited in Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990, p. 10).
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Glesne and Peshkin (1992) suggest that interviewing more than one person at a

time is useful, given that some people need company to be emboldened to talk.

After the guided interview, students were asked to write down as many

thoughts, ideas, or images that came to mind regarding their experiences as a

student at the Gig Harbor Center. The Silent Nominal Process is derived from the

TQM process (Northcutt, Miles, Robins, & Ellis, 1998). Each contribution is put

on a single, large card with a dark, visible marker. Students are then asked to post

all contributions on the wall. Advantages of the Silent Nominal Process include

minimizing group influence over the individual response; introverts get private time

for reflection; and a large amount of data is generated, unlike a group brainstorming

where ideas can tend to follow a single train of thought.

After all the contributions were posted on the wall, the participants

discussed the terms, ideas, and responses. This process created a full understanding

of all the contributions and a shared understanding by all participants of the

responses. The discussion engaged the participants in gathering additional thoughts

and prompting additional data.

After generating responses and clarifying them, the participants were invited

to identify connections among the responses. The purpose was to cluster or

categorize the cards and refine the generated data. The facilitator asked the

participants to group the cards by common themes or ideas.

The participants were then asked to silently review all of the cards and the

groupings. The participants were then asked to individually cluster and group the
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cards into whatever categories seemed appropriate. Participants moved, sorted, and

shifted the cards until a consensus or agreement was reached. The facilitator then

asked the participants to name each category.

After categories had been identified, named, and agreed upon by the

participants, a review of the cards produced a written paragraph describing the

general content of the categories. The paragraphs were descriptive and referred to

notable quotes or examples. Each description contained four basic elements:

detail, contrast, comparison, and richness through elaboration and examples.

During the group interview, the researcher encouraged interaction through

active involvement, objectivity, and neutrality, actively eliciting the expression ofa

range of ideas. Although maintaining clarity of group purpose was the key, the

researcher created a permissive environment in which different perceptions and

points of view on the identified topic were freely expressed. There is no attempt in

a group process to reach consensus or define a majority or correct opinion on any

topic (Krueger, 1994).

hdividua1 Interviews

In addition to the group interview, 10 individual interviews took place.

Participants were volunteers who were taking academic courses at the Gig Harbor

branch campus and were recruited during the survey process by a response card.

These participants were not the same participants from the group interview. The

individual interviews used the same guided interview process.
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While the interview guide provided structure, the researcher felt free to

explore, probe and ask questions that expanded a particular subject (Patton, 2002).

Interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format, exploring personal

meaning, relevance, and examples from each student's experiences. The advantage

of the guided interview was that it ensured the researcher had carefully decided how

to best use the limited time available from the students. Follow-up questions were

asked of the participants to clarify or solicit additional relevant information.

The tone of the interviews was conversational in nature. Questions were not

always asked in exactly the same way, but through the use of the guided interview

process, relevant topics were addressed. Individual interviews allowed participants

to share their perceptions and connect their personal experiences as branch campus

students. Participants were also asked to reflect on the meaning of those

experiences.

Interviews were conducted during the months of June and July 2003. The

interviews were tape recorded for transcription by a paid transcriptionist. All

interviews were tape recorded with the participant's knowledge and consent.

Participants were told that they could ask to have the recording stopped at any time.

Interviews took approximately 30 to 45 minutes. The participants were told that the

data was aggregated and pseudonyms would be used for any direct quotes. When a

third person pronoun was used, the term "he/she" was used.
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Data Analysis

The purpose for the survey was twofold: to create a profile of students

attending the branch campus, and to determine the type and frequency of service

utilization. Both frequency counts and percentages were used to report the data.

The frequency is the total number of individuals in the study who fit a particular

category or answered a particular question. The percentage is the frequency of

responses divided by the number of individuals responding to that particular

category or question.

Interviews were used to further explore the utilization of services by branch

campus students. Interviews were transcribed and open coding of the texts was

performed. A qualitative research software program, WinMax, was used to code

the data by theme, category, and subcategory. Examples of text that illustrates a

theme, category or subcategory were used. Data was analyzed using the constant

comparative method. This method maintained the integrity of the raw data and

allowed it to be analyzed again if new themes emerged.

The data from the survey, group interviews, and the individual interviews

was used to triangulate the study results, looking for similarities and differences

from the responses of the study participants. The data was displayed in several

ways. For example, some segments were used from one participant on one theme.

Other themes were a compilation of quotes from various participants.
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Trustworthiness

The researcher was not known to the participants in this study. The

researcher was employed by Tacoma Community College as the Dean for

Workforce Education and did not have administrative oversight for the branch

campus. Participants in this study were not identified by name and the information

was held confidential. Participants in the group and individual interviews signed an

informed consent form prior to participation in this study.

Limitations

This study was limited to a select group of students presently enrolled at the

time of their participation in academic courses from Tacoma Community College,

Gig Harbor Center. The study is not meant to be generalizable to all branch

campus students. Students volunteered to be participants in this study. This study

relied on the participants' recollection of their experiences as students at a branch

campus location. The findings are based on the researcher's analysis of the

experiences shared by the participants.

Importance of the Study

As mentioned, this study assumes that branch campus student success and

satisfaction with the academic experience is of concern to the community college

administrators and faculty. This research will contribute to the knowledge base in

the area of student services for community college students, particularly students
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who are served at branch campus locations. The review of literature showed

limited research in the area of student services at community colleges. Prior studies

have focused on the administrative perception of the quality and adequacy of

student services at the community college. This study documents information

about branch campus students, and a broader view of their experiences and

expectations.

Summary

The bricolage from this study consisted of the data from the survey and the

interviews, identifying the services students are currently utilizing, telling what is.

The data from the group and individual interviews also identified services students

felt they needed to meet their educational goals, telling what should be. The use of

these multiple methods or triangulation reflected an attempt to secure an in-depth

understanding of one group of branch campus students.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE SURVEY

The purpose of this study was twofold: to assess the utilization of services

by community college students from a branch campus, and to learn more about

what services the branch campus students identify as critical in meeting their

educational goals. The analysis of data presents the findings from a student survey,

group interview, and individual interviews which addressed the following research

questions:

Of the services offered at the Gig Harbor campus, which of these

services have been, and currently are being utilized by students at the

Gig Harbor campus?

What services, currently provided or not provided, do students perceive

as important in meeting their educational goals?

The survey was based on three themes, including student intake/outreach,

entry, and engagement. These broad themes were then divided into categories and

subcategories. These themes, categories, and subcategories were based on the

student services categories from the National Committee for Appraisal and

Development of Junior College Student Personnel Programs (Matson, 1972).
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Table 3

Survey Themes

Pre-college information
Student induction
Group orientation
Career information

Educational testing
Applicant appraisal

Student counseling
Student advisement

Co-curricular activities
Student government

Student registration
Academic regulation
(assistance)
Social regulation activities)

Survey Results

A survey was distributed to students who were enrolled in one of five

introductory academic courses at a branch campus. Students pursuing a

professional/technical degree, as well as students intending to transfer to four-year

institutions took these courses. To obtain a greater cross-section of students,

surveys were distributed in courses taught during both daytime and evening hours.
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Themes Categories Subcategories

Service functions Financial aid
Placement

Outreachlintake Orientation functions

Entry Appraisal functions

Consultation functions

Engagement Participation functions

Regulation functions
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The survey served two functions: first, to create and present a profile of the

Gig Harbor Campus student, and second, to identify the services students at this

branch campus have utilized or are currently utilizing. In order to identify the

services available to students at a branch campus, a survey was developed in

cooperation with the Gig Harbor Campus Director and the Gig Harbor Student

Services Coordinator. The survey utilized the student services categories from the

Inventory of Selected College Functions developed from the National Committee

for Appraisal and Development of Junior College Student Personnel Programs

(Matson, 1972).

The survey was distributed to approximately 120 students enrolled in one of

five introductory academic classes at the Gig Harbor Branch Campus. and was

administered during class at a specific time in cooperation with each instructor.

Students were asked to complete the survey once. Of the approximately 120

students who were asked to participate in this survey, 100 completed surveys were

returned, yielding an 83% response rate.

Profile of the Branch Campus Student

No understanding of the nature of the branch campus can be complete

without knowing something about the lives and expectations of the students who

attend these branch campuses. The first step is to create a portrait of the students

served by looking at similarities and differences in age, gender, family status, and

work status, among other characteristics.



Age of students Percentage of
at Gig Harbor Center Gig Harbor Center Students

Under 24 74%
25-29 5%
30-39 9%
40-49 5%

50 and over 6%
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Of the 100 students surveyed at the Gig Harbor Center, 71% were female.

Twenty-four percent of the Gig Harbor students were parents. The majority of the

Gig Harbor Center students answering the survey were under 24 years of age.

Table 4

Age of Students Surveyed

Community colleges tend to be built so that the major population base is

within a 25-mile commuting distance (Cohen, 1972). Because of this, some

students may put a higher premium on accessibility, such as mothers with young

children, who may need to take classes around their own andlor their spouse's work

schedules or child care availability. While the large majority of the students who

responded to the survey were women, they were generally young (under the age of

24), and single. Of the 74 students under the age of 24, only 4 reported being

married.

Students enter the community college with a variety of educational goals,

such as preparing for transfer to a four-year institution, completing a professional!

technical program, increasing basic skills, or for personal enrichment. Of those
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surveyed, 64 students indicated on the survey that they are working towards an

Associate degree. Ten of those 64 students reported they were pursuing a

professional/technical Associate degree, and 54 of the 64 planned to earn an

Associate degree and transfer to a four-year university or college.

Students were asked to indicate whether they worked part-time or full-time.

Sixty-seven percent indicated they were working part-time, while 33% reported

working full-time. Approximately two-thirds of the Gig Harbor students reported

attending college full-time.

The profile of students and where they attended classes is illustrated in

Table 5. Students were asked on the survey if they attended classes only at the Gig

Harbor Center, at both the Gig Harbor Center and the TCC campus, or at the Gig

Harbor Center and another college. Students who attend more than one campus or

more than one college are referred to as "swirling students" (de los Santos &

Wright, 1990). A small number of the students "swirled" between the Gig Harbor

Campus and another college, but almost half the students "swirled" between the

Gig Harbor Center and the TCC main campus.



Table 5

Locations Students Attend Class

Location of classes Percent

Attend Gig Harbor Center only 45%

Attend TCC main campus and Gig Harbor Center 48%

Attend Gig Harbor Center and another college 7%
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The time it takes to travel to this branch campus, rather than the distance

itself, is an important factor for the Pierce County students, due to the crossing of

the Narrows Bridge. The Tacoma Narrows Bridge can become very congested

during peak commuting hours, easily doubling the commute time. A large majority

of students, 75%, who attend classes at the Gig Harbor campus come directly from

the Gig Harbor service area. Students from neighboring Kitsap County are within a

20-minute commute and do not cross the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. The students

who attend from the Tacoma area also have less than a 20-mile commute, but must

cross the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Students who attend from East Pierce County

have at least a 30-mile commute, also crossing the Narrows Bridge. With the

exception of the East Pierce County students, the remaining students surveyed are

within a 25-mile commuting distance to the Gig Harbor Center.



Table 6

Student Residence

Location Number of students Percentage

Gig Harbor/Peninsula area 60 73%

Kitsap County 9 11%

Tacoma 11 13%

East Pierce County 2 3%

Summary of Student Profiles

Results from the survey of select Gig Harbor students indicate a disparity

from the state and national data. At the Gig Harbor Center, more of the students

were female and more students were under the age of 24. While two-thirds of the

students at both the Gig Harbor Center and the main Tacoma Community College

campus are full-time students, nationally, a little over one-third of community

college students attend full-time. In Washington State, half of community college

students are full-time.
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Table 7

Student Profile Comparison
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Student Services Usage

After completing the demographic information, students were asked on the

survey to identify those services they had used or are currently using at the Gig

Harbor Center. Students were asked to check all services that applied in each

category. The following categories of intake/outreach, entry, and engagement were

developed by the National Committee for Appraisal and Development of Junior

College Student Personnel Programs (Matson, 1972). The survey of services

available to students in each category was developed in consultation with the

administrator and student services staff member at the Gig Harbor Center.

Under 24 Female Parent
Full-time
students

Gig Harbor Center 74% 71% 24% 66%

Tacoma Community 61% 62% 30% 64%
College Main Campus

Washington State 45% 58% 33% 50%

Nationally 66% 58% Not available 37%
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Intake/Outreach

The Intake/Outreach stage involves those activities where students have

their first contact with the college. During this time of orientation, the student

previews the learning experience, and the college learns about the initial needs of

the student. The following summarizes the responses from this stage in the survey.

Pre-college information

The first step in outreach to students involves creating an awareness of the

branch campus and programs offered at that location. At the time of this study,

Tacoma Community College was engaging in a number of activities to providepre-

college information, including a comprehensive marketing and branding campaign.

The activities specific to the Gig Harbor Center involved dissemination of materials

at community events, hosting informational nights, dissemination of brochures,

information on the website, and outreach activities with high school counselors.

The survey results indicated that the most popular method for accessing

information was visiting the college's website. The second most frequent way

students acquired information was picking up or requesting a brochure. Survey

respondents also gained information from a high school counselor. The least

frequent way for accessing information was by attending information nights or

picking up information at a fair or community event.



Table 8

Information Dissemination

Pre-College information Percentage

Visited the TCC website 44%

Picked up or requested a brochure 23%

Heard about TCC from a high school outreach counselor 20%

Picked up information at a fair or community event 7%

Attended an information night 5%
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Student introduction/Group orientation

During orientation, the college can learn about the needs of the students and

the students can learn about the services the college has to offer. Students have

several options to get oriented to the college. They can make an appointment for an

individual orientation session, participate in an online orientation, or participate in a

group orientation.

Survey respondents were asked to check all options that applied. Twenty-

four students reported attending more than one type of orientation session. The

greatest number of students, 48 out of 100, completed an orientation session by

making an individual appointment with an advisor. Nearly one-fourth of the

students completed an online orientation session, a process that takes approximately

30 minutes, and covers such topics as degrees, programs, classes, student services,
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activities, instructor expectations, barriers to student success, and TCC policies.

After the online sessions, students can send their results to an advisor.

The Gig Harbor Center hosts a group orientation several times throughout

the year at the Gig Harbor Campus. Thirty-four students reported attending a group

orientation session. In the fall, new Gig Harbor students are invited to join students

on the main campus for a group orientation session called Titan Up! Day. During

this half-day session, students hear about a variety of TCC programs for students,

take a campus tour, and obtain their student ID and a parking permit. Only five

students reported attending Titan Up! Day. All five students who participated in a

group orientation were under the age of 24. The students attending the individual

sessions and the group sessions represented all age categories.

Career information

Students at the Gig Harbor Center can explore career options from a variety

of sources: through career workshops, obtaining career information during a class

session, participating in a computerized system called the Washington Occupational

Information System (WOIS), acquiring information regarding job openings, and

participating in intern ships and potential careers posted on the job board in the

resource center. Very few students reported utilizing career information services on

the survey. Only five students had attended a career workshop, four received career

information during a class session, and 12 had used the job board. During the

survey, no students reported using the WOIS computerized system. Despite the
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infrequent use of these services, students answering the survey seemed to have a

general direction for their education, as 64 students indicated their intent to obtain

an Associate degree.

Entry

The Entry stage includes components such as assessment, advising, and

registration. This stage prepares students for enrollment in the college. Preparation

for this stage also includes obtaining transcripts and assessment scores for class

placement.

Educational testing and appraisal

At this stage, students make advising appointments for clarif'ing goals,

getting specific program advising, getting transcripts evaluated, and getting their

Personal Identification Number (PIN), which allows them access to online

registration. The majority of the students responding to the survey indicated that

they sought out an advisor for assistance with class selection, reviewing transcripts,

and reviewing placement test scores. Although the majority of the students intend

to obtain an Associate degree, fewer students reported seeing an advisor for

discussion of transfer options, or to discuss a major area of study. While all

students have access to workshops that assist with study skills and being a

successful student, only one student reported attending a student success workshop.



Table 9

Consultation Functions

Purpose for meeting Number of students responding
with an advisor (students checked all that applied)

Reviewed Test Scores 45

Assistance with Class Selection 43

Reviewed Transcript 36

Discuss Transfer Options 16

Discuss Major 7
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Student counseling and advisement

Students entering TCC are required to take an exam to determine their

placement in college level courses. Students can take the placement exam at the

Gig Harbor Center or the main campus. Forty-three students reported taking their

placement test at the Gig Harbor Center. Tacoma Community College offers Adult

Basic Education courses for students who have not yet completed a high school

education or equivalent. Students who begin their coursework prior to acquiring an

adult high school diploma or equivalent take the Comprehensive Adult Student

Assessment System (CASAS) test. Only two students reported taking the CASAS,

indicating that these students completed their adult high school diploma or GED

prior to enrollment in college level courses.
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The placement test is not required of students who have already completed

some college courses. In that case, the student meets with an advisor for transcript

evaluation. Thirty-two students reported meeting with an advisor for such an

evaluation, indicating that these students had taken courses at another two-year or

four-year institution.

Engagement

The Engagement stage creates conditions where students engage in the

learning process. These conditions can be formal or informal, in class or outside

the classroom setting. Students in this stage may need additional academic

assistance in the form of tutoring, study assistance, special accommodations, and

career and personal counseling. Students in this stage may also be involved in

student activities. An important component of this stage is academic support and

intervention for those students who need assistance. Another important process in

this stage is the scheduling of classes and responding to financial aid needs.

Co-curricular activities and student government

Students have opportunities to participate in student programs and student

government at the Gig Harbor Center. Student programs include speakers,

concerts, and dramatic presentations. Only 10 students out of 100 respondents

reported having attended a student program. It is interesting to note that only four
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students out of 100 reported voting in a student election, even though the voting

takes place at the Gig Harbor Center.

Registration

Students have the option at the Gig Harbor Center to register either online

or in person. Slightly more than half the students register in person, while just

under half register online. After the registration process, students have the option

of obtaining a student ID and registering their vehicle for a parking permit. While

these items are not necessary for students at the Gig Harbor Center, they are needed

for students to access services on the main campus. Of the 100 students surveyed,

47 obtained a student ID and 48 registered for a parking permit. This is consistent

with the previous information that 48 of the students attend classes at the main

campus as well as the Gig Harbor Center.

Financial aid

Dissemination of financial aid information is another important element of

this stage. Students can obtain information by picking up informational packets or

attending a financial aid workshop. On the survey, 26 students reported picking up

a financial aid packet, but only five students reported attending a workshop.

Students are made aware of this information, in addition to their rights and

responsibilities, through a student handbook. On the survey, 76 students reported

receiving a student handbook.
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Placement

The majority of professional/technical programs at Tacoma Community

College have an internship, work experience, or clinical education component.

Students find these placements with the assistance of faculty or on their own. The

students also have access to a Job Assistance Center where employers list job

openings for college students. Students were asked on the survey if they had

received information on internship placements or job referrals. Even though a large

majority of the students answering the survey are employed, only 12 students

reported accessing this information at the Gig Harbor Center.

Academic support services

Critical to student success is the ability to access support services for

academic progression. These services include accommodations for a disability,

using tutoring services, accessing library resources, and using computer labs. The

following table summarizes the resources students reported using on the survey.



Table 10

Academic Support Services

Number of students reporting usage
Support service (students check all that apply)

Used the computer lab 50

Used online library resources 24

Used the online writing center 12

Ordered library books from the 9
main campus

Used a math tutor 8

Requesting accommodations or 2
adaptive equipment for a disability
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According to the Gig Harbor staff, students at the Gig Harbor Center have

limited reference resources available onsite. They are able to order books from the

main campus library and access library resources online. Books from the main

campus library are delivered within one day, but few students in the survey reported

utilizing this service.

Summary of Student Services Usage

Generally, students surveyed seemed comfortable gaining information about

the college from the website, but were not nearly as comfortable utilizing the web

for orientation or registration. Twice as many students chose an orientation through

an individual session with an advisor rather than utilizing the option of an online
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orientation. Slightly more than half the students registered in person, while the

remainder registered online. Of the students that registered online, 72% of them

were under the age of 24.

Sixty-four percent of the students indicated an intent to obtain an Associate

degree, yet very few students utilized career information services either by

attending workshops or by utilizing a computer-based occupational information

survey. Even though a majority of the students reported working either part-time or

full-time, a small percentage of students accessed resources to assist with jobs or

internship opportunities.

Even though a majority of the students intend to transfer or obtain an

Associate degree, less than half the students rely on an advisor to assist with class

selection, and even fewer students met with an advisor to discuss transfer options

(16%). Despite these numbers, 64% of the students intend to obtain an Associate

degree and 54% intend to transfer to a four-year institution.

Engagement in student activities is very limited by the students who

answered the survey. Only 10% of the students had participated in any student

activities, and only 4% voted in the last student election. Few students participate

in career workshops, or utilize career exploration resources available at the Gig

Harbor campus.

Academic support services were not heavily utilized, with the exception of

the computer lab. Only nine students requested books from the main campus

library, and only 24 reported using online library resources. An onsite math tutor



had only been used by 8 of the 100 students. A few more students utilized the

online writing center, where students could send in their class assignments to a

writing tutor on the main campus for feedback.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INTERVIEWS

Group and individual interviews were conducted using a guided interview

process to add to the survey results. When the survey was distributed to students, a

fonn was attached asking if students wanted to further continue their participation

in the study. Students indicated whether they wanted to participate in a group or

individual interview. The group interview was conducted prior to the individual

interviews.

Guided Interview Process

During the group interview, the researcher took on the role of the facilitator,

using a guided interview process. The students were given a short overview of the

research question regarding the use and level of student services at the Gig Harbor

campus. The students were asked to reflect back on their experiences at the Gig

Harbor campus. The questions were formatted chronologically from their first

contact with the campus through their present experience of engagement.

After the guided interview, the students were asked to write down on a large

card as many thoughts, ideas, or images that came to mind. The students posted

these cards on the wall. The researcher facilitated a process to gain full

understanding of all the contributions. Each card was read, clarified for meaning,

and in some cases, additional thoughts were added. The participants were then
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asked by the researcher to cluster the cards by common themes or ideas. The

participants were then asked to name the themes and summarize them. The

following themes emerged from that group interview process.

Intake/Outreach

The intake/outreach stage involves those activities where students have their

initial contact with the college. Students were asked to think back to their first

moment of awareness of the Gig Harbor Center and how they felt when they

arrived. Initial impressions were as varied as the individual students themselves.

One student had taken classes in Gig Harbor in 1986, while another student had

stopped by the previous year to check on the availability of classes. Another

student found out about the campus online. Students who were long-time residents

had been aware of the presence of the Gig Harbor campus for quite some time, but

had not visited the campus.

A number of cards clustered around the atmosphere of the Gig Harbor

Center. Students labeled this cluster of cards as "I like driving into the parking lot."

They described the Gig Harbor campus as a small campus with a friendly

environment, and as having a "family feeling" that isn't found on the main campus.

They described the staff at the Gig Harbor campus as very knowledgeable and

"always willing to help." The students felt there was a good mix of students with a

variety of life experiences, and described their fellow students as "motivated."
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Entry

Students were asked to think back to the time when they made the decision

to enroll in courses, and what the next steps involved. The steps could include

components such as assessment, advising, and registration. During this stage,

students often meet with an advisor to prepare an educational plan.

During the group interview, students focused primarily on registration and

advising issues that they faced during this stage. The students expressed a

preference for online registration as well as the online orientation. They expressed

a need for more advisors to assist the main advisor, as well as some specialty

advisors for specific programs such as health care. They reported that they must

sometimes wait several weeks for an appointment to see an advisor.

Engagement

The students were then asked about their current experiences as students at

the Gig Harbor Center. This is the stage were students are engaged in the learning

process. These conditions can be formal or informal, in class or outside the

classroom. Students focused on learning support services, classroom instruction,

and accessibility of courses.

The academic assistance provided to the students was reported as helpful,

but more is needed. For example, math tutoring was found to be very helpful, but

offered only on a limited basis in the evenings. Students, whose skills are below

college level based on their college placement scores, are required to take pre-
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college or developmental education courses. Students reported during the group

interview that developmental courses in reading and English are not available at the

Gig Harbor Center. Students needing these courses must attend the main campus.

The students expressed a desire to have these courses available to them at the Gig

Harbor campus.

The students were very positive about the instructors at the Gig Harbor

Center, describing them as "great." The students felt the instructors set high

standards and "bend over backwards" to help students succeed. Even though the

instructors are part-time, the students described them as very available by email,

phone, and arranged office hours. One student told of her experience of being

ready to sign up for an expensive training program from a private institution, but

called the instructor of the same program at the Gig Harbor campus. The instructor

made time to talk to her in person about the program and the student's options.

Students reported that they want to take as many classes as possible on "this

side of the bridge" and would love to be able to take all classes at the Gig Harbor

Center. The Gig Harbor Center has a number of instructional modalities, such as

lecture courses or lab courses that students can take on a self-paced, drop-in basis.

Students in the group interview were positive about the self-paced classes that are

offered.
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Summary of the Group Interview

During the group interview, students expressed positive feelings toward the

Gig Harbor Center. These positive feelings began at the drive into the parking lot

and extended into the classroom, with descriptions of the instructors as having high

standards and "bending over backwards" to help students succeed. Academic

assistance in the form of developmental education classes, computer aided

instruction labs, and extended hours for the existing computer lab were listed as

areas of services that would assist the students with meeting their educational goals.

Individual Interviews

Along with the survey, students received a response card to indicate a desire

for additional involvement in the study by participating in a group or individual

interview. Students were contacted by email or telephone to schedule a time to

conduct the individual interview. Although students were given a choice of

locations for their interview, all students chose to conduct the interviews at the Gig

Harbor Center. All students who participated in this segment of the data collection

volunteered, and were given the option to not answer questions or to stop the

interview at any time. The use of pseudonyms was employed to protect the identity

of individual students. A summary of individual interview participants is shown in

Table 2.
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Profile of the Students

Of the 10 students participating in the individual interviews, seven were

full-time students, and three were part-time students. Three students attended both

the Gig Harbor campus and the main campus. Students represented every age

group, except the 40-49 age range. Half of the students were married and half were

single; four reported being parents. Three males and seven females participated.

Student 1

Anna is a full-time student between the age of 25-29. She is an immigrant

from Germany, married, and with children. She tried working while attending

school but found it was too difficult for her to manage. She quit her job, one month

into her first quarter of classes.

According to Anna, she regularly received the TCC class schedule in the

mail and had been procrastinating about going to school for the past year. She

talked about the importance of getting a good education in order to do something

with her life. She made an appointment with the advisor at the GHC to explore

career options in the medical field. She enrolled in the medical transcription

program because the program could be completed at the GHC and the class times

were compatible with her children's school schedules.

Her first impression of the Gig Harbor campus was favorable. She found

the physical environment attractive and the Centera quiet place to study. It was
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important to her to have a study area on campus, since she did not get much quiet

time at home.

Between family responsibilities and schoolwork, Anna finds little time for

socialization with other students. She described finding herself "swamped."

Student 2

Becky is a full-time student who also works full-time. She is single and

under the age of 24. She came to TCC's main campus to enroll in the Fresh Start

program, a dropout recovery program for high school age students wanting to

complete a high school diploma. Becky successfully completed the program and

was now working on a transfer degree.

Even though she works and lives in Gig Harbor, Becky continues to access

services on the main campus, such as advising and the Writing Center. She said

she drives over to the main campus on her lunch hour when she needs to meet with

her advisor. She indicated that she tries to take as many classes as possible at the

Gig Harbor campus, but will take classes on the main campus if necessary.

Becky has utilized some career inventory tools, but didn't find them helpful

in directing her toward any career goals. Her advisor helped her outline the classes

to complete a transfer degree.

Becky utilizes the Gig Harbor Public Library for research resources. She

has not participated in any student activities. She described her days as working,

coming to class, and going home.
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Student 3

Cathy is a part-time student with a Bachelor's degree, enrolled in the

medical transcription program. She is over 50, married, and lives in Gig Harbor.

She first heard about the Gig Harbor Center through the class schedule that is

mailed to every Gig Harbor residence. She had also read an article about a

dislocated worker who had enrolled in the medical transcription program for a

career change. She was contemplating a career change, and the medical

transcription program piqued her interest; the fact that it was located at the Gig

Harbor Center gave her what she called "the best of both worlds."

After enrolling, she completed an evening group orientation session. Her

husband was also interested in taking classes, so he accompanied her. They were

impressed with the availability of courses, as well as the selection. Cathy indicated

the facility was just the right size, and the staff welcoming and proficient. Cathy's

husband eventually enrolled in some computer classes and eventually transferred to

the University of Washington Tacoma (UWT). With the help of an advisor, Cathy

set up a chronology of classes to complete the program. She met with the Veteran's

counselor on the main campus who provided her with the proper documents to

access her GI Bill benefits, and did not find the process inconvenient.

Once enrolled in classes, Cathy utilized support services, such as the library

and the computer lab. She had not taken part in any organized student activities,

but had participated in student organized study groups. Since Cathy already had a
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Bachelor's degree, she said other students looked to her for advice on how to study

and how to get organized.

Student 4

Darcy is a full-time student, not currently employed. She is single and in

the 25-29 age range. She had just recently relocated to the area and when she called

the main campus for information, was referred to the Gig Harbor campus, since it

was closer to her residence. This is her first quarter of college. She likes the

convenient location of the campus and also not having to cross the Tacoma

Narrows Bridge. She took the online college orientation and felt comfortable with

the information.

Her first impression of the Gig Harbor Center was that it was very small.

She was initially concerned that quality might be lacking. After the first few weeks

of the quarter, that concern was eliminated.

At the time of the interview, Darcy came to class four evenings a week and

utilized the resource center for at least 30 minutes before class. She accesses the

computers in the resource center for assistance with writing and research for her

classes. Without a printer at home, the resource center was a convenient place to

print papers before class. She plans to continue to take as many classes as possible

at Gig Harbor campus.
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Student 5

Eve is a part-time student in her 30s. She is married, has children, and

works part-time. She already has a degree and is taking classes to prepare for

transfer to UWT to earn a Bachelor's degree. As a Gig Harbor resident, she

watched the campus being built. Since she already had college credits, she met

with an advisor and mapped out an educational plan. She was concerned that the

campus was small and might not offer the specific courses she needed to complete

her educational plan. She meets regularly with an advisor to make sure she is on

track.

By her own assessment, Eve is a busy person. She studies at home and

accesses library services from the county library or online from TCC. She had been

attending the Gig Harbor campus for a year, but hadn't gotten a student ID card

because the hours for getting the card had not been convenient. She comes to class

and leaves immediately.

Student 6

Frank is a full-time student and works part-time. He is under 24 and single.

This is his first quarter at the Gig Harbor campus. He has an Associate degree

from a neighboring community college. Since he had already been attending a

community college, he opted not to participate in an orientation session for the Gig

Harbor campus.
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Frank's goal is to enroll in the Radiological Sciences program at TCC's

main campus. He met with the program chair on the main campus to map out the

prerequisite courses for the program. He discovered that one of the courses he

needed was already full on the main campus but had openings at the Gig Harbor

campus. His first impression of the campus was that it was small but looked nice.

He hadn't used any academic assistance services and used online resources from his

home computer. He comes to class and then leaves.

Student 7

Gina is also a full-time student and works part-time. She is under 24 and

single. She has attended Western Washington University prior to TCC. She

attended two quarters at the main campus and this was her first quarter at Gig

Harbor. She enrolled at Gig Harbor due to a full class on the main campus. She

was also enrolled in classes at the main campus and her goal is to get a transfer

degree. She met with an advisor at the main campus who reviewed her transcript

from Western Washington University and gave her a list of classes she needed to

take to complete her degree. Her mother assisted her with financial aid

applications.

Gina indicated that she studied at home and only comes to the Gig Harbor

campus for class. She said the class is convenient and the instructors are accessible.

She utilized the online resources from the TCC library for research and the
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at Gig Harbor.

Student 8

Hank is a full-time student between the ages of 25 and 29 who is taking

classes at both the Gig Harbor Campus and the main campus. His goal is to obtain

a transfer degree. He works full-time and is married without children. He attended

a neighboring community college for the past two quarters. This was his first

quarter at TCC.

Hank found out about the campus from an advisor on the main campus.

The class he needed was full on the main campus, but was available in Gig Harbor.

He planned to return to the main campus for all his classes the following quarter.

Hank finds the Gig Harbor campus a good place to study afler he gets off

work at noon. He indicated that he does not socialize with the other students, but

only comes to study and attend class. The only academic assistance he utilized was

supplemental instruction videos for a math class. When asked if he would consider

taking classes at the Gig Harbor campus again, he said he wouldn't mind but the

main campus is more convenient, since he just lives across the street.

Student 9

Ian is a part-time student attending both the Gig Harbor and main campuses.

He is planning on obtaining a transfer degree. He is in his 30s, married, with no

83
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children. He attends the Gig Harbor campus when the classes he needs are not

available on the main campus. He has been taking classes for six quarters. He

prefers the main campus because the classes are larger and students can maintain

some anonymity.

Ian does not consult an advisor; he said "I pretty much know exactly what I

have to do." He fills out the financial aid applications on his own, but does seek

advice on the proper procedures for keeping his financial aid.

Ian has used the computer lab occasionally at the Gig Harbor campus to

complete assignments. Most of the time he utilizes his laptop computer at the main

campus library, since they have wireless Internet access. He has not participated in

any student activities.

Ian usually studies an hour and a half before class at the GHC. On the main

campus he studies at the library and does participate in study groups that meet off-

campus.

Student 10

Jane is a full-time student at the Gig Harbor campus. She is a single parent

in her 30s. Jane is an immigrant who was a registered nurse in her native country.

She has never been licensed to work as a nurse in the United States. She did attend

a four-year university in the United States over 10 years ago. Jane came to TCC

through a worker retraining program after being laid off from her employer. She

met with a worker retraining advisor after attending a special orientation session for
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dislocated workers. During that session Jane also became aware of career

exploration resources and utilized those on the main campus. She found the TCC

main campus "big." Since Jane is a Gig Harbor resident, she wanted to take as

many classes as possible at the Gig Harbor Center.

Even though Jane had attended an orientation session and utilized some

career exploration resources, she still was not clear about her career goals. When

she arrived at the Gig Harbor campus, she asked to meet with an advisor. Since

Jane had a background in health care, the advisor suggested the Health Information

Technology program. After further exploration, Jane enrolled in the program.

Once enrolled in classes at GHC, Jane has not used any academic assistance

services, although she is aware they are available. She utilized online library

resources and found they have met her needs. She is also taking some computer

classes in the self-paced computer lab. Jane does not spend much time at the

campus other than studying and going to class. She has no interest in student

activities.

Interview Results

Intake/Outreach

Activities in the intake/outreach stage center around the students' first

contact with the college. Students gather information about the college and careers,

and orient themselves to the college.
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Pre-college information

During the interviews, students were asked how they found out about the

Gig Harbor Campus, and reported additional methods of obtaining information than

those on the survey. Several students reported finding out through friends or other

family members. Others reported receiving information from students on the TCC

main campus or from staff members.

Ijust moved here so I wasn't familiar with the area. I did hear
about TCC and I called and spoke with the admissions officer there
and when she asked me where I lived, I told her. She actually
suggested this campus to me, saying that it would be far less a
drive and probably be more convenient, considering the traffic over
the bridge. (Student #4, Darcy)

I never heard about this campus until I was talking to a counselor
[at the main campus] and they told me for this math class I needed,
all the other math classes were full, so they told me about this lab
over here. That was the first time I heard about it. (Student #8,
Hank)

I heard about it when I signed up for my class and they said it was
not at TCC [main campus] and then I found out that it was at the
Gig Harbor Center. (Student #7, Gina)

it [TCC} was the only school in the area with the program I
wanted. Gig Harbor campus, I didn't know it existed. (Student #9,
Ian)

Some students came to the TCC main campus through specialized programs

for retraining dislocated workers. After attending an orientation session on the

main campus, some students discovered classes at the Gig Harbor Center would be

closer to their residence.
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Other students talked about being long-time residents of the Gig Harbor

community and just knowing the Center was there. They had received course

schedules in the mail every quarter, driven by the campus, or as one student said, "I

saw the construction here." The course schedule for the Gig Harbor Center is

mailed quarterly to every Gig Harbor residence. The schedule includes academic,

continuing education, and professional development training. Students reported

using this publication as a source of information about the Center.

Student introduction/Group orientation

During orientation, the students can learn about what the Gig Harbor Center

has to offer. Students have several options to get oriented to the college. They can

make an appointment for an individual orientation session or do an online

orientation, in addition to group orientations.

Students who came to the college through specialized programs for

dislocated workers or high school dropouts also attended special orientation

sessions designed to meet their needs. Other students came to a general orientation

session or made an appointment with the advisor for an individual session.

Students are also made aware of an orientation session done online.

During the interview session, one student described her experience with the

online orientation. Even though her score on the orientation information post-test

was low, the student felt the information provided was valuable.



. I skimmed over it, probably didn't read it as thoroughly as I
should have before taking the test and I scored actually fairly
poorly on it and it said something like 'Do you want to send this in
to the school' or something like that and I clicked yes and just sent
it on, but a window popped up behind it that said you may want to
improve; you can do this over and over again before sending...
when I met with the admissions officer, she asked me what my
score was, I told her what it was, and she seemed a bit concerned, I
guess it's important to get a good score upon admission, but we
spoke about it and I told her I was comfortable with the
information, I just wasn't trying at it... (Student #4, Darcy)

Career information

Career information is available to assist students in selecting appropriate

educational programs to meet their goals. Career information is available by

making an appointment with an advisor, utilizing computerized information

systems such as the Washington Occupational Information System, or by attending

a career workshop.

During the interviews, most students talked about having a specific career

goal in mind when they came to the Gig Harbor Center. During the individual

interviews, two students said they were taking courses with the intent to transfer to

a four-year university, but did not have a specific career goal, and one student was

undecided. The other seven students had a specific career goal, such as radiology

technician, nursing, emergency medical technician, medical transcriptionist,

engineering, and health information technology.
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First impression

During the interviews, students were asked to tell what their first impression

was of the Gig Harbor Center. Students had varying but favorable first

impressions. Some students described it as having a family feeling and a friendly

environment. Students described a good feeling just driving into the parking lot.

One student, who is a long-time resident of Gig Harbor, made this statement,

"I saw this campus built actually. And so I thought it was the
opportunity for the community to actually get involved at this
facility and it is, it's very Gig Harbor. There's such charm. It's
open, it's clean, it's accessible." (Student #3, Cathy)

Another student adds:

It's very organized, it's very nice, people are always friendly. I just
love those ladies at the reception [area]. They're always nice and
helpful and smiling. Even if you're not having a good day, they
make you have a good day. I really like those ladies out there. It's
very nice, light, bright and clean environment. I really like coming
here and it's not obnoxious. Sometimes when you have a lot of
young students, it's a lot of noise and stuff going on. You don't
have that here, it's really a nice area where you can.. .even I, when
I'm trying to get away from my family, because I have small
children, I'd rather come over here and study, because I have this
quiet time, this quality study time here. When I come here to study
out there for an hour or two, I feel like I get a lot more done than I
actually study at home. (Student #1, Anna)

The Gig Harbor Center is located in one building. Some students initially

had concerns about the size of the Center and the perception that it was small.

Some students were concerned that there would not be enough courses to take at

such a small center, as well as concerns that the quality of instruction would be less

than at the main campus. While some students like the small, friendly feeling, one
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student preferred attending larger classes saying, "I don't really like attending

classes at these small, small classes. I like being anonymous" (Student #9, Ian).

The classrooms at the Gig Harbor Center accommodate 30 students, making it

difficult for students to "blend into the woodwork." This student took classes at the

Gig Harbor campus when classes on the main campus were full.

Entry

The Entry stage includes components such as assessment, advising,

orientation, and registration. Another important process in this stage is the

scheduling of classes and responding to financial aid needs. This stage prepares

students for formal education. Preparation for this stage also includes obtaining

transcripts and assessment scores for class placement. At this stage, students may

work with an advisor to clarify their academic and career goals. One student

explained:

A: I came here and asked for consultation with the student center
and they gave me an appointment and 11 talked to a lady who
actually asked me what is my goal, what do I want to do?

Q: So that helped you?

A: Unexpectedly, yes, because when she heard that I'm a
registered nurse already she asked me how about Health
hformation Technology. And later I considered it. (Student
#10, Jane)

The Gig Harbor Center has one general advisor. Students who need specific
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the main campus to direct them. While one student had not followed up with the

program advisor, another reported being given a list of prerequisite classes needed

before application to the program. The student was disappointed at not being given

more specific career related information, such as job opportunities and starting

salary information.

Other students reported not relying on any advising assistance. "I'm on my

own. I pretty much know exactly what I have to do. For a newer student that might

be real important, but I've been around for a while, so I don't even think about it

[seeing an advisor]" (Student #9, Ian). Some students did report meeting with an

advisor their first quarter and developing an educational plan. This plan outlined

courses required for graduation, and these students continued to rely on the plan for

course selection for subsequent quarters. One student explained that she took

classes "randomly" at the main campus, but when she decided to focus on attending

the Gig Harbor Campus, she was able to work while attending school. According

to her, the advisor helped "narrow that down to when can I take those classes at Gig

Harbor."

Engagement

The engagement stage creates conditions where students engage in the

learning process. These conditions can be formal or informal and can occur in class

or outside the classroom. Students in this stage may need additional academic

assistance in the form of tutoring, study assistance, special resources, and career
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and personal counseling. Students in this stage may also be involved in student

activities. An important point of this stage is academic support and intervention for

those students who need specific assistance.

During the interviews, students were asked if they participate in student

activities, and made the following comments:

No, I'm swamped with my school stuff. (Student #1, Anna)

Because of my age and family situation, I wouldn't be interested to
be involved in that or to spend time with student activities contrary
to spend this time with my children. (Student #10, Jane)

Everything is towards my job. Every class I take is for my job.
so I focus on that stuff and I don't look toward any activities or

anything at school, I'm way past that. I did when I first went to
college, but not anymore. (Student #9, Ian)

When interviewed, most students reported that they come to the Gig Harbor

Center to study, take classes, and then leave. Like many students, this student is

working full-time and taking classes in the evening: "For the most part it's just

coming, taking classes, leaving to go home, and eat dinner or whatever" (Student

#2, Becky).

One student described going to school and balancing family responsibilities

as a "juggling act" (Student #1, Anna). The balancing of these roles was the

hardest part of returning to school.

The structure, the organizing of my life. Reorganizing. It's a
major change. I was wondering all this time when I was 19, 20, 21
years old, what have I done with my time? Now you have so many
responsibilities, you have bills to pay, you have kids to raise, you
have a husband to take care of, you have meals to cook, you have a
house, animals, and a garden, and you still have to manage to find



the time, because the last ones who accept to take a strain on your
time is your children and your husband. I think he's the biggest
child and they don't like to miss out on anything so it's a very
scheduled and structured life I have to live now and it works. It's a
mindset, if you want to do it, you can do it. (Student #1, Anna)

For some students, time at the Gig Harbor Center outside of class was used to

study.

I found if I'm here, it motivates me more because it provides the
right environment just to study without getting distracted. (Student
#10, Jane)

I try to spend as much time as possible. I get off work about noon
and from there I come straight over here. Usually I'm here by
about 1:00. So I spend usually from 1:00 to 5:00 just out here
studying. (Student #8, Hank)

Study groups had been successful for several students. These groups were

self-organized by the students in the class. One student reported an online study

group as being effective. Another student reported using the Gig Harbor Center as

a place for the study group.

I was taking some of the academic courses.., the first thing we did
the first night was establish study groups. We learned that early on
and our study groups always met here [Gig Harbor Center]. In
fact, we lived here last summer. (Student #3, Cathy)

Another student felt study groups away from the campus were more effective:

I've been part of a lot of study groups, but most of the time I set
them up outside the school, like at a restaurant.. .it's a little bit
easier atmosphere because you can talk louder. (Student #9, Ian)
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Student programs

Students at the Gig Harbor Center have access to a variety of student

programs, such as guest speakers, dramatic events, and fundraisers. Students can

also vote in the Tacoma Community College student senate election. During the

interview process, all students were asked if they participated in student programs.

None of the students had participated in the election or attended any student

programs. "Because of my age and family situation, I wouldn't be interested in

being involved in that and spend my time with student activities contrary to

spending the time with my children" (Student #10, Jane).

If students want to attend activities on the main campus, use library

services, or computer resources, they must obtain a Tacoma Community College

ID. There are a few days during the quarter when students can obtain their ID at the

Gig Harbor Center. Some students reported that they could not find times

accessible to them. "I've never had time to go do it [obtain a student ID]. I've been

here almost a year and I haven't gotten my ID.. .between working and kids, there's

not a lot of extra time for things like that" (Student #5, Eve).

Academic support services

Access to support services, such as disability accommodations, tutoring

services, library resources, and computer labs, are critical to assist students with

their academic progression.
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Students reported high utilization of the computer labs, and commented on

the convenience of having access to online resources and available programs while

at the Gig Harbor Center.

I come to class four days a week and I'm in there {the computer
lab] every single day. I don't have a printer, so it is actually very
helpflul that I can use that in there. I do most of my writing, since
some of my classes require some research that if time doesn't
permit me to do it at home, I can come here and do it. I have not
used the writing center. I didn't know it was available. (Student
#4, Darcy)

All the time the computer lab. I use it all the time. (Student #1,
Anna)

I am at the computer lab all the time. (Student #2, Becky)

While students have access to internet connection, as well as a host of

computer programs, one student made an interesting comment about the availability

of wireless communication:

Actually, I do use the computer lab here sometimes. Most of the
time if I do any kind of stuff on the computer, my personal
computer is a laptop, I just do it in the library at the main campus
because it's a wireless Internet. (Student #9, Ian)

Only one of the students interviewed had used a math tutor, but reported

that availability in the evening was limited and the student's current schedule now

conflicted with the tutoring hours. When students needed assistance, they reported

asking a family member or friend. One student used math tutorial videos that were

available for check-out at the Gig Harbor Center.
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Availability of instructors for assistance

All the instructors at the Gig Harbor Center only work part-time. Part-time

faculty do not have offices or set office hours. During the interview, students were

asked how accessible the instructors were for assistance. Instructors received high

marks. "Most of the instructors have email, phone numbers, everything They give

you all their contact information. It's never a problem" (Student #9, Ian).

If I would email at night [my instructor], I can be almost certain
that.., sometime in that following morning I will have an answer.
So she's [the instructor] really cool and of course she's the one
who guides me through that program, so I'm very thankful for that.
(Student #3, Cathy)

They [instructors at Gig Harbor Center] are just really patient. One
thing I really like about the instructors, they are not just telling you
what to do, they are showing you exactly how to do it step-by-step.
That's helped me out quite a bit. (Student #8, Hank)

The Gig Harbor Center offers a number of self-paced classes in a lab

format. Students are able to complete coursework at their own pace, at a time

convenient to them. This learning format allows the Gig Harbor Center the ability

to offer a wide variety of courses in areas such as math, computers, and office

occupations. Many of the students interviewed had taken courses at Gig Harbor in

a lab format, and felt this was very appealing.

I think it's [lab classes] are wonderful because you are provided
with everything to work from home if you feel comfortable, and if
not, you have time to come during hours the instructor is here and
have all your questions answered. It's convenient if you want to be
ahead,.. [the] lab provides you with the opportunity to take your
courses and your final exam early. (Student #10, Jane)



Personally I like the lab, I do, it's just I'm bad at math, so with
math I think I need a class. The only reason I didn't get a math
class this time was because all the math classes were taken. I
didn't even register until it was too late and this was the only thing
open, and I'm trying to get through college as fast as I can, so I said
I'd try it; I'd give this a shot and hope I learn something. But I like
the lab environment; I like the whole self-paced [format]. (Student
#8, Hank)

Some students had previous unsuccessful experiences with lab classes at

other colleges, but liked the format at Gig Harbor Center and gave it another try.

I took a math class when I was at [a neighboring college] and I
actually didn't finish it. But we had to be there for a certain
amount of hours every week...so you couldn't show up once every
four days; you had to be there 5 or 10 hours a week.

The student went on to explain his experience at Gig Harbor Center:

I did call her [the instructor] before the course started because we
[student carpools with another student] weren't sure exactly.
Because we thought it was an online course, and then it turned out
we're going to have to be coming to the campus and we live kind
of far away. . . .she gave us informationyou can come once a
week, three times a week, once every four weeks, just as long as
you get your chapters done. (Student #6, Frank)

Another student had a similar experience at a four-year university with a lab class.

We had to be there a certain time. I think that was hard because
there were so many people that came in in the morning and needed
help and there's two instructors [at Gig Harbor Center]... you go in,
take our tests, she's [instructor] pretty much there if we have
questions. (Student #7, Gina)

Summary

Pre-college information was more often found through friends or family,

referrals from TCC main campus staff, or from the college schedule that is mailed
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to every residence on a quarterly basis. The students perceive the Gig Harbor

Center as a friendly environment, and the building as clean and accessible.

Students had a variety of reasons for choosing to attend the Gig Harbor Center. For

some students it was the convenient location, but for others it was the ability to take

classes at the Gig Harbor Center that were full on the main campus. Students had

definite career goals in mind. Few students were undecided. Interview participants

reported that the ability to take an entire program at the Gig Harbor Center

influenced their program or degree selection.

Even though resources at the Gig Harbor Center are limited to the computer

lab, online resources, and library book requests, the interview student did not report

these as a barrier to meeting their educational goals. Students also reported that

instructors were very accessible, despite the fact that faculty are part-time and do

not have access to faculty offices.

None of the students interviewed had participated in a student activity. The

students reported coming to the Center, taking classes, and leaving. Academic

support services, such as math tutoring, were not utilized. As one student pointed

out, the hours may not be compatible with the student's schedule. Students liked

the self-paced classes, as well as the drop-in lab format offered for some of the

classes at the Gig Harbor Center.
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Services Needed

The purpose of this study was twofold: to identify the services student who

attend a branch campus have utilized and are currently utilizing, as well as to

discover what services are perceived as needed by a select group of branch campus

students to meet their educational goals. Students attending a branch campus may

have a variety of goals, such as taking college level courses in order to transfer to a

four-year institution, obtaining a professional/technical degree to enter the

workforce, or taking classes for personal enrichment.

In order to answer the second question regarding the services that students

need to meet their educational goals, students were asked during the group and

individual interviews if there were any services that could be provided to make their

life easier. Students in the group interview labeled this category, "What would

make student life easier at the Gig Harbor Center?" The following is a list of items

written by the students participating in the group interview.

More student activities like plays and student movie nights.

Coordinated bookstore purchasesbooks for the Gig Harbor classes can

only be purchased in Gig Harbor, and books for main campus classes

can only be bought at the main campus.

Personal counseling.

Worker retraining counselor.

Bus service or a shuttle between the main campus and Gig Harbor.

List of student discounts at Gig Harbor businesses.



. Additional reference books in the library.

Childcare on site.

Early childhood classes.

Bulletin board listing items for sale.

Computer lab open longer hours.

No video arcades, the quiet study area is nice.

Although no services around intake/outreach were brought up during the

individual interviews, there were student comments that focused on services in the

categories of entry and engagement.

Entry

At a time when students are forming their educational goals, several

students expressed the need for additional advising and counseling services. One

student in the group interview felt having only one advisor at the campus limited

appointment schedule times. Another student brought up the issue of not having

access to specialized advisors at the Gig Harbor Center, particularly for students

pursuing prerequisites for the allied health programs.

I guess I do have an advisor for my program, but I've only talked to
him once for 5 minutes and he signed a couple sheets and said here
you go, turn this in before April 1St or whatever, and there's all this
stuff, like, I have to go to Saint Joe's for kind of, like, an internship
almost to see if I really want to do it. It's kind of weird. It would
be better if there was someone to guide you along. (Student #6,
Frank)
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Another student felt only having a worker retraining counselor at the main campus

made it difficult when she had to fill out paperwork. One student felt having access

to a counselor to assist with personal issues would be beneficial.

Engagement

By far, the largest number of comments about what was needed at the Gig

Harbor Center focused on the issue of class offerings. A few students mentioned

the need for specialized classes, such as English as a Second Language or pre-

college courses. The majority of the students focused on wanting additional

transfer courses. From one student's perspective:

A: Everything has a waiting list. Everything. So sometimes, the
reason I'm progressing so slow through TCC is because there's
not enough classes to get into. They are so full. So you wait,
and it may only be offered twice a year, so you just wait for it
to come up, so it makes it really difficult.

Q: Are you burning up your financial aid by doing that?

A: Yes, yes. Because I'm taking all these goofy classes just to get
or keep financial aid and they're not liking it too much. So,
yeah, they definitely need more classes; larger classes or more
instructors that teach more classes. That's the problem I'm
seeing. The only problem I'm really seeing. (Student #9, Ian)

Another student who wanted to take all of her classes in Gig Harbor suggested that

required academic courses be offered at least every quarter so students would be

assured of obtaining a degree if that was their intent.

Q: But you think there will be an availability of classes?



A: I hope so. That is definitely a fear when you are limited. I
think that if anything, they should at least have the basic,
something every quarter, for the basic two-year Associate
degree, like the general applied sciences. That way the two
main degrees that you can come here for if you aren't
branching off into something specific, you can get on both
campuses. (Student #2, Becky)

Another common theme was physical access to the Gig Harbor Center.

Because the Center is not on a public bus line, that presents a challenge for several

students. Other students suggested that a shuttle service be establish by the college

between the main campus and Gig Harbor. Another student suggested the college

promote ride sharing by having a ride share match program on the college website.

By far, the most common issue to access was the crossing of the Tacoma Narrows

Bridge. Students expressed concern about the unpredictability of the traffic and the

time it takes to cross the bridge.

A: I love it here. This is a good campus. I'm going to be
disappointed that I'll have to make that long trek over to the
main campus. It's not that much farther from here, but that
bridge is the huge obstacle. As soon as winter and spring
registration comes available, that very first day I will have
chosen my classes for this campus because I don't plan to
continue to make the trek over there. They have larger, better
resources over there just because it's the main campus, but the
convenience of going there, there is none. There's no
convenience.

Q: It is mostly the time that it takes crossing the bridge?

A: It would probably be the traffic. I don't want to sit in slow
moving, bumper-to-bumper traffic and the drive here takes 20
minutes. It's 21 miles. There's a few places where the traffic
gets a little heavier, but for the most part, it's a smooth sail here
and back home every day. (Student #4, Darcy)
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A blocking delay on the bridge can shut traffic down for hours. For parents, this

unpredictability factors into their decisions to take courses on the main campus.

Yeah, especially I would like to take English composition and my
ESL. I don't need the conversation part, I need the grammar part,
and for some reason I would have to go to the main campus and
I'm really dreading it. Especially in the summer time, 'cause my
kids are out of school. I would have a babysitter here, but as you
know with the bridge, you never know, you can have a 2-3 hour
delay coming home and I can't do that. (Student #1, Anna)

More availability to academic support services was also a common theme.

Students wanted the Center open earlier in the morning for study time or computer

lab time. In addition, students wanted the computer lab open later in the evening,

as well as longer hours in the math lab and longer hours for the math tutor.

The amenities requested by the students were very practical. For example, a

bulletin board for advertising items for sale and a copy machine were a few of their

requests. One student was adamant about what was not neededa video arcade.

Summary of Services Needed

In answering the second research question regarding services needed at the

Gig Harbor Center, the students interviewed focused on the need for advising, more

courses, more academic support, and better access to the campus. Students

expressed a desire to continue to take classes at the Gig Harbor Center, but also

expressed concern about not having the required classes available, including pre-

college level classes. Academic support services are available, but not at hours

convenient to all students. While the Gig Harbor Center is only 10 miles from the
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main campus, the heavily congested Narrows Bridge makes the commute time-

consuming and oflen unpredictable. Students expressed this issue as a barrier to

taking classes on the main campus, increasing their desire to take all their required

courses at the Gig Harbor Center.

Synthesis of Data Results

Outreach/Intake

The Outreachllntake stage involves those activities where students have

their first interactions with the college. The student previews the college learning

experience, and the college learns about the initial needs of the student.

Information regarding the Gig Harbor Center was gained from multiple

sources. Survey respondents reported getting information about the Gig Harbor

Center primarily from the college website. Interview respondents primarily

reported hearing about the Center from family, friends, and Tacoma Community

College employees. The quarterly class schedule mailed to all Gig Harbor residents

was an effective tool for reaching some of the students. Several students reported

needing a specific class, and when that class was full on the main campus, a TCC

employee recommended enrolling in the class at Gig Harbor.

Students had a variety of options for orientation to the college. Half of the

survey respondents completed an individual orientation session, while the other half

completed an online orientation or group orientation, with 24 students reporting

attending more than one type of orientation session. In the survey, 16 students did
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not indicate they attended an orientation session. During the individual and group

interviews, students reported attending more group orientation sessions, including

specialized sessions for dislocated workers or high school dropouts. Four of the

individual interview respondents reported not attending any type of orientation

session. Only one respondent did the online orientation, and only one attended an

individual session.

Few students obtained career information at the Gig Harbor Center. During

the interviews, some students indicated they hadn't heard of the Washington

Occupational Information System, but thought it would be a useful tool. Even

though students did not access career information, these students expressed specific

educational goals.

During the group interview, students talked about their first impressions of

the Gig Harbor Campus. They felt the campus had a comfortable atmosphere and

the staff was helpful. The question regarding first impressions of the campus was

then incorporated into the individual interviews. While some students expressed

concern over the smallness of the Center, their concerns seemed to be eliminated

once they enrolled in courses. Several students reported being more comfortable

with the small, intimate classes offered at the Gig Harbor Center. This atmosphere

was also described as having a "family" feeling. Several students commented on

how helpful and welcoming the support staff has been, and how pleasant they found

the physical environment.



Entry

Assessment, advising, and registration are components of the Entry stage.

This stage prepares students for formal education. Components of this stage may

also include assessment and transcript evaluation.

Students were asked on the survey to identify the incidences for making an

appointment with the advisor at the Gig Harbor Center. During the interviews,

students expressed the need for more specialized advising for programs that have

prerequisites and entrance requirements, such as nursing and radiological sciences.

Some students also expressed having an educational plan and following it,

eliminating the need for ongoing meetings with an advisor. With only one advisor

at the Gig Harbor Center, students reported having to schedule appointments far in

advance or the advisor not being accessible at times they were on campus.

Table 11

Reasons for Meeting with the Advisor*

Assistance Assistance Discuss
Review Review test choosing a with class transfer

transcript scores major selection options

Number of
students 36 45 7 43 16

* Students checked all that applied
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Engagement

Engagement stage creates conditions where the students engage in the

learning process. This includes formal as well as informal conditions that occur

inside and outside the classroom. Students at this stage may also access academic

assistance, such as tutoring, study skills workshops, accommodations for a

disability, and career and personal counseling. Engagement may also include

student activities and student governance.

During the interviews, students generally described their student life as

coming to the Gig Harbor Center to study, take classes, and then leave. Students

described pressures of balancing working, family life, and going to school.

Likewise on the survey, only 10 respondents reported having attended a student

program. Students at the Gig Harbor Center can vote in the student government

election; however, only four students on the survey reported participating. The

interview students felt favorably about the Center, but didn't express a desire to

participate more filly in student activities.

Students in both the interviews and the surveys reported high utilization of

the computer labs. The computer lab offers easy access to online library resources,

as well as application software for student papers and presentations. Few students

on the survey reported receiving assistance from the math tutor. During the

interviews, students expressed that the hours for the math tutor were not

convenient. Interview students also reported utilizing self-formed study groups that

met either at the Gig Harbor Center, online, or at an off-campus location, such as a



restaurant. Students who utilized these study groups were positive about the

experience.

Summary of Data Results

The purpose of this study was twofold: to discover what services students

who attended a branch campus have utilized and are currently utilizing, as well as

to discover what services are perceived as needed by a select group of branch

campus students to meet their educational goals. Students accessed a variety of

resources to inform themselves about the college and the offerings at the Gig

Harbor Center. The TCC website, brochures, the quarterly class schedule, friends,

family, and TCC employees were the most frequent sources for information. Once

at the college, students met with an advisor to review test scores and assist with

class selection. During the interviews, students reported having a set educational

plan of courses they need to take, limiting the necessity for advising. Even though

students didn't report utilization of career information services, students had

educational goals with the primary intent to obtain an Associate degree. Student

engagement at the Gig Harbor Center focuses on classroom and student

coursework. Few students reported attending student programs or participating in

student government. During the interviews, students reported that their outside

activities centered around family, work, and student-organized study groups.

The needed services centered on more advising assistance, more academic

support services, and academic and pre-college classes. Students were positive
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about their learning experience at the Gig Harbor Center and, for the most part,

wanted to continue taking courses there. As one student described the faculty:

"they set high standards and bend over backwards to help students succeed" (group

interview).



CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter begins with a summary of the research study and its findings.

Following this introduction is a discussion of the conclusions drawn by the

researcher in response to the research questions about the participants' usage of

student services, and the researcher's perspective of services that are needed for

students to meet their educational goals. The chapter concludes with

recommendations for practice as well as recommendations for further research.

Purpose of the Study

Community college branch campuses have increased access to a college

education for many students. A growing number of branch campuses have made a

college education more accessible to students who can now live at home, maintain a

job, and pay lower tuition rates. In addition to serving a larger geographic area,

branch campuses have allowed many community colleges to increase enrollment as

main campus enrollments reach capacity. As branch campuses develop, community

colleges will need to examine the services that best meet the educational goals of

students attending a branch campus.
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The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to identify what services students

who attend a branch campus have utilized and are currently utilizing, and 2) to

discover the services that are perceived as needed by a select group of branch

campus students to meet their educational goals. The study examined services in

three stages: outreach and intake, entry, and experience.

Outreach and Intake - The first contact students have with the college

through activities such as information sessions, career nights, or meeting

with a counselor.

Entry - This stage prepares students for enrollment in activities such as

student assessment, advising, orientation, and registration.

Engagement - Students are enrolled in classes on either a part-time or

full-time basis.

This research provides a framework for community college leaders to begin

to look more closely at the types of students served at a branch campus and to

assess what services are needed to assist these students in meeting their educational

goals.

Methodology

A survey was used to answer the first research question: Which services

have been utilized or are currently being utilized by students at the Gig Harbor

branch campus? A survey was developed in cooperation with the Gig Harbor

Campus Director and the Gig Harbor Student Services Coordinator, and was based
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on the student services categories from the National Committee for Appraisal and

Development of Junior College Student Personnel Programs (Matson, 1972).

Those applicable categories for this survey included:

Orientation functions, including pre-college information, student

induction, group orientation, and career information

Appraisal functions, including personnel records, educational testing,

applicant appraisal, and health appraisal

Consultation functions, including student counseling, student

advisement, and applicant consulting

Participation functions, including co-curricular activities, and student

self-government

Regulation functions, including student registration, academic

regulation, and social regulation

Service functions, including financial aid and placement

h addition to the survey, group and individual interviews were used to

answer the second research question regarding the services that were perceived as

important to assist branch campus students in meeting their educational goals.

Since the study participants had already completed the survey regarding past and

current utilization of services, they were informed of the purpose and scope of this

study, and hopefully, had a vested interest in the outcomes of the study.
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Limitations of the Study

This study was limited to a select group of students taking academic courses

from Tacoma Community College Gig Harbor Center. Students volunteered to be

participants in this study. This study relied on the participants' recollection of their

experiences as students at Tacoma Community College's Gig Harbor branch

campus location.

Findings

As a result of the research study, a number of themes emerged.

Branch Campus Climate

Overall, the students who participated in the study expressed positive

feelings about the climate of the Gig Harbor Center. They acknowledged the

helpful staff and faculty. The students felt the faculty were accessible and

responsive, even though the faculty are all part-time faculty. Students also

expressed a welcoming feeling at the Center, beginning with their entry onto the

parking lot. One student described the Center as "very Gig Harbor," mirroring the

feeling of a close-knit community where people care about each other. Students

remarked that this was different from the impersonal climate they felt on the main

campus.

Many students had an awareness of the Gig Harbor Center prior to their

enrollment and saw the Center as part of the community. Students reported that

they heard about the Gig Harbor Center from the following sources: a campus



schedule received in the mail, friends or family who had attended the Center or

witnessed the Center being built. The majority of the students surveyed lived

within 20 miles of the campus. A surprising result was the relatively young age

range of the students.

Profile of the Study's Branch Campus Students

The national average age of community college students is 29 (Cohen &

Brawer, 1996). These students are typically employed and returning to college for

workforce development, retraining, preparation for transfer to a four-year

institution. This is a population that institutions are accustomed to serving at

branch campus locations. These students are generally categorized as "night

students," "off-campus students" or "nontraditional students" (Gaither, 1999).

Several factors could account for the large number of students under the age

of 24. Adelman (1999) estimated 2.4 million high school students will be entering

postsecondary institutions in the next 10 years, a 23% increase in enrollment.

While the number of high school students entering postsecondary institutions

increases, the population of 25 to 34-year-olds will remain steady over the next

decade.

Younger Student Population

While literature suggests that branch campuses serve an older student

population, there is not substantial data from this study to detemine why the Gig
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Harbor Center serves a younger student population. There are, however, some

unique characteristics that may contribute to this phenomenon.

The Gig Harbor area high school students have the opportunity to be

introduced to the community college system while they are still in high school. The

Running Start program, created by the Washington State Legislature in 1990,

allows junior- and senior-level high school students to attend any Washington State

community college or technical college simultaneously. There are three high

schools in the Gig Harbor area, and the Tacoma Community College Gig Harbor

Center is strategically located to serve all three of these high schools. Two of the

three high schools are located less than two miles from the Center, and the

remaining high school is six miles away. Students participating in the Running

Start program easily and frequently attend both high school and community college

institutions or "swirl" between the Gig Harbor Center and the high schools.

Students in this area may choose the Gig Harbor Center since the main campus of

Tacoma Community College is further away and less accessible, given the

unpredictable commute time crossing the Tacoma Narrows Bridge. Construction,

accidents, andlor heavy traffic can easily double the travel time across the Narrows

Bridge.

The Running Start program may also have raised awareness of a community

college education, not only for high school students and parents, but also for high

school counselors. Many of the students in the survey reported that they first heard

about the Gig Harbor Center from a school counselor. Students who qualify for the
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Running Start program do not pay any tuition, and can seamlessly transition to the

local community college after high school to finish the requirements necessary for

an Associate degree. During the 2002-2003 academic year, Tacoma Community

College enrolled 758 Running Start students at the main campus and at the Gig

Harbor Center. Unfortunately, TCC does not collect data on how many of these

students attend Gig Harbor and how many attend the main campus.

Student Usage of Advising Services

Of the 100 survey respondents, 64 indicated they are working toward an

Associate degree. Of the students who participated in the group and individual

interviews, only two students were undecided about their education goals. Few

students reported accessing the Center's career information services, although most

students articulated a specific career goal in addition to the goal of obtaining an

Associate degree. Some students were taking the necessary prerequisite courses to

enter a professional/technical program or were taking required courses for

completion of a professional/technical program, while others were taking courses

with the intent to transfer to a four-year institution.

There is only one general advisor at the Gig Harbor Center, solely

responsible for advising all students, whether they are professional/technical,

transfers, or pre-college. During both the group and individual interviews, students

expressed a desire to receive additional advising from faculty advisors. They

specifically mentioned the need for faculty advisors in the area of allied health, for



Washington
Career Occupational

Career Informational Information
workshop class System Career board

Number of
students utilizing 5 4 0 12
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providing more in-depth information regarding programs and available careers.

While the advisor at the Gig Harbor Center encourages students to contact faculty

advisors at the main campus, few students had followed up on the contact provided.

Several students shared their reluctance to travel to the main campus. For some

students, it was the crossing of the Narrows Bridge, while for others it was the

intimidation of going to the main campus. These factors may inhibit students from

seeking out faculty advisors on the main campus.

Student advising was studied in two areascareer planning and course

selection. Few students reported utilizing resources for career planning Almost

half the students, 43%, meet with the advisor for assistance with selection of

classes. During the interviews, students talked about having a plan and continuing

on with that plan until goals were met. Overall, the interview students were very

positive about future plans, and about returning to school the next quarter at the Gig

Harbor Center.

Table 12

Utilization of Career Planning Activities
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Student Engagement

Like most community college students, the students at the Gig Harbor

Center work, commute, and have other demands on their time. Student engagement

occurs when students are interacting with faculty, staff, other students, and with the

subject matter they are studying. The more actively engaged students are, the more

likely they are to meet their educational goals. Student engagement is a valuable

yardstick for assessing to what extent an institution is employing educational

practices that are assisting students in achieving their educational goals

(McClenney, 2004).

Most students are not at the Gig Harbor Center long enough for engagement

to occur spontaneously. Also, chance encounters with faculty which frequently lead

to academic or career advising, or further discussion regarding a class topic, are not

likely at this branch campus, given that the faculty are entirely part-time.

Very few students reported attending a college-sponsored student program.

During the interviews, when asked if they attend programs at the Gig Harbor

Center, students talked about how pressed they were for time. One student

described it as a "juggling act" of balancing work, school, and family

responsibilities, leaving little time for extracurricular activities. The only form of

engagement mentioned by the students was the formation of self-organizing study

groups with other students at the Center. These groups were not at the suggestion

of the faculty, but at the suggestion of one or more students. The study groups

seemed to support students in a variety of ways. One older student with previous
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college experience organized a study group when a number of students looked to

her for guidance with study skills. Other students organized study groups for

support with the subject matter materials.

Student Usage of Academic Support Services

The Gig Harbor Center offers a mix of academic support to students. A

math tutor is available. However, in the interviews, several students found the tutor

unavailable in the evening when they most needed assistance. Students also have

access to computer labs to work on class assignments. The students frequently

mentioned the availability of computers at the Center as helpful.

According to the Gig Harbor staff, students at the Gig Harbor Center have

limited library reference resources available onsite. Students can request library

books from the main campus to be delivered within one day. Only nine students,

out of 100 surveyed, utilized the service. During the interviews, students disclosed

that they primarily relied on Internet information and the public library for research.

When asked, no students expressed this as a limitation to attending a branch

campus.

The students were very resourceful about getting academic support. Some

relied on family and friends for tutoring. Others mentioned getting help at the

public library for reference material. The need for additional, accessible math

tutors was clearly an issue for some students. The computer lab, used for research



and completing course assignments, is an important service for students and

appeared to be heavily utilized.

Academic Programs and Instruction

Students in this study had strong opinions regarding instructional offerings.

More than anything else mentioned, students said they wanted more classes to be

available to them.

Several students brought up the absence of developmental education courses

in the areas of reading and writing during the individual and group interview phases

of the study. This issue brought up the question for the researcher of which

students are currently not being served who may need developmental courses.

Recommendations for Professional Practice

The following are suggested areas for professional practice based upon the

results of this study.

1. Community colleges need to be clear about the mission of a branch campus.

In this study, the central phenomenon was the importance of mission

clarification for a branch campus. Once the mission is clarified, strategies for

determining appropriate services can be identified. The Northwest Commission on

Colleges and Universities (2003) states that "the institutions' mission and goals

define the institution, including its education activities, its student body, and its role

within the higher education community" (p. 26). This requires colleges to provide
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essential support services, regardless of where students are enrolled. The services

must support the institution's mission and be consistent with the educational

philosophy of the institution.

The core component of the community college mission is comprised of

degree-granting programs in either transfer or professional/technical programs.

Many students interviewed in this study expressed a desire to take all their classes

at the Gig Harbor Center, but were not certain they could get all the necessary

classes to complete a degree. A clear pathway for students to complete degrees

would be beneficial for meeting these core requirements. Remediation is also part

of the core function, since developmental education prepares students to enter

degree-granting programs. The absence of developmental English and reading

programs at the Gig Harbor Center should be carefully examined as to the effect on

the core of the branch campus mission.

Clarification of the mission for a branch campus is important in order to

determine the breadth and scope of instruction and services not only for

accreditation purposes but also to attract appropriate students to the campus. At the

Gig Harbor Center, there are developmental or pre-college courses only in math.

Students needing developmental courses in reading or English have to attend the

main campus. By the time students enroll in preparatory courses other than math at

the Gig Harbor Center, they are at college level. Perhaps unintentionally, this

defined the mission of the Gig Harbor Center as a campus for students who are

prepared to take courses at the 100 level and above. Some services, such as career
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advising, were under-utilized by students possibly because they came to the branch

campus with already defined educational goals. A greater concentration of services

for students in the engagement stage may be more appropriate for this branch

campus.

Under accreditation guidelines, Tacoma Community College needs to

provide evidence that the programs offered at the Gig Harbor Center are compatible

with the College's mission and are periodically evaluated. At the time of this study,

the Gig Harbor Center was near its capacity. This is an important time to evaluate

the educational needs of the community and determine if the Center is meeting

those needs. A clear focus on the role and mission of the Gig Harbor Center in the

community is important, not only from a view of serving the community, but also

from a resources allocation perspective.

2. Services should be aligned to meet the needs of branch campus students.

When asked what services needed to be provided for students to meet their

educational goals, students overwhelmingly wanted more academic classes offered

at the branch campus. The construction of the new Tacoma Narrows Bridge was

seen as an obstacle to taking classes on the main campus. After construction is

completed, the new bridge will be a toll bridge, which students also saw as an

obstacle. The availability of more course offerings was the most frequent request

for additional services by students in the study.
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As the Gig Harbor Center nears capacity as determined by its physical

facilities, the ability to offer more credit courses may conflict with the mission of

offering avocational or personal enrichment courses. The offering ofmore credit

courses may also increase the need for additional academic support services, such

as tutoring and advising. Limiting the enrollment of developmental education

courses to only math also impacts the level of both student and academic support

services needed. These factors again underscore the need to ensure mission

clarification and focus.

3. Student engagement needs to be intentional on the part of faculty and staff.

Due to the limited amount of time students in this study reported spending

at the Center, engagement must be intentional on the part of faculty and staff.

Students need to be engaged in activities such as class projects, service learning,

and learning communities. Engagement needs to occur for students both inside and

outside the classroom. Actively engaged students are more likely to meet their

educational goals. Friedlander & MacDougall (1993) suggest promoting student

involvement in out-of-class activities by such methods as assigning English

students to attend a play, or listening to outside speakers in student programs to

prepare for a classroom discussion. Newer themes of cooperative learning and

learning communities also have stressed the importance of developing studentpeer

relations (Tinto & Russo, 1994). These approaches emphasize learning and

studying together through the use of small informal student groups. These
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perspectives not only emphasize social interaction, but have been implemented in

programs that are spreading among community colleges, increasing the frequency

of peer relations centered around studies outside the classroom.

Professional development is needed for the part-time faculty at the Gig

Harbor Center to initiate intentional engagement. Faculty need training in

cooperative learning and learning communities, as well as how to encourage

interaction among students outside the classroom. Input on student programs and

activities that could tie into the classroom need to come from the faculty members,

as well as suggestions for linking existing services to classroom activities. One

example would be creating an English 101 assignment in which students would

need to use the Washington Occupational Information System (WOIS) for career

and educational information. This would orient both faculty and students to the

resource and help determine whether the resource is not being used due to

unfamiliarity with the resource or because of ineffectiveness of the resource.

4. A pathway of courses for degree completion needs to be developed.

The majority of the students in this study were focused on completing an

Associate degree. A clear pathway of courses for completion of a degree would be

beneficial for students. This could be developed through the use of a yearly

schedule, or by forming student cohort groups which moved together and

sequentially through a program of study. One student suggested a sequence of

courses be identified for evening students for completion of a degree in a specified
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amount of time. Having a set schedule of courses would also eliminate the

frustration expressed by some students taking courses they were not interested in

because they needed credit hours to fill their schedule for financial aid purposes.

Students in this study identified the need for more credit classes. Since

most of the students identified their goal as achieving a degree, a clearly identified

pathway to obtain that degree should be developed.

5. A feedback system for students needs to be developed.

Historically, studies on student services for community college students

have been taken from the perspective of the administration. The student

perspective has been absent from these studies. In this study, students had strong

opinions regarding many of the services offered, such as the limited availability of

the math tutor in the evening and the need for additional advising assistance. These

are critical components for assisting students in meeting their educational goals.

Surveys focusing on utilization of services should be done periodically as

part of a resource allocation study. The high return of surveys in this study seems

to indicate that students are willing to provide such feedback. For example, under-

utilized resources, such as student programs, or resources not utilized at all, such as

the computer-assisted career exploration program, could be revised or removed

from the student services offerings. Ongoing evaluation of student services is also

required by the Northwest Commissions for Colleges and Universities (2003):

"The institution periodically and systematically evaluates the appropriateness,
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adequacy, and utilization of student services and programs and uses the results of

the evaluation as a basis for change" (p. 52).

Assessment of the changing demographics should be conducted.

A branch campus should reflect the community it serves. As the community

grows and changes, the branch campus administration needs to conduct an

assessment of community needs. The input should come from a variety of

stakeholders, such as public school partners, business partners, community

members, staff, students, and faculty.

Once the input is compiled, the development of a strategic plan for meeting

the needs of the community could be developed. This strategic plan would provide

guidance for long-range as well as short-term planning.

The use of online advising should be explored.

To increase the use of advising services, exploration and assessment of

online advising should be conducted. In this study, a significant number of students

used the college website for information regarding the college. The continued use

of the web for accessing advising services once the students are engaged at the

branch campus seems likely. Students also expressed frustration at having to wait

several weeks to see the advisor at the Gig Harbor Center. Online advisors could

provide services to bridge that gap.
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The utilization of online advising for specific program information may

enhance access for branch campus students. During the interviews, students

expressed reluctance in following up with specific program advisors on the main

campus. Having online advisors for these program areas would eliminate the need

for a special trip to the main campus, which may, in turn, increase access to

advising.

Recommendations for Further Research

Research in the area of branch campuses at community colleges is sparse.

As branch campuses continue to emerge in the community college system, the

duplicity of a student services model from a main campus may not necessarily meet

the needs of the branch campus student.

The following are recommendations for further research based upon the

results of this study.

1. Further research and evaluation of student services at the community
college.

Dungy (1999) provides a comprehensive description of the need for research

and evaluation in student affairs in the community college. She states that "serving

as a gateway for so many students, community colleges are compelled to study who

their students are and to identifj barriers between these new students and their

ultimate success" (p. 36). Student programs and services must be assessed to



determine to what extent they are successftil, or if they need to be changed or

ended.

Recent publications in the field of student affairs administration have a

limited focus on the two-year student. This deficiency needs to be addressedand

soon. As Cuip and Helfgot (1998) points out, many of the characteristics found

among the increasingly diverse community college student population are also

being found among students choosing to attend four-year institutions. Student

affairs professionals in all institutions of higher education have much to learn from

their colleagues who work with students in the diverse and growing two-year

sector.

2. Exploring different modalities for increasing instructional offerings.

Students in this study wanted access to more academic offerings. Given the

physical plant limitations of branch campuses, examination of different modalities

of instruction is important. Those modalities could include distance learning or

online courses, hybrid courses that meet both in class and online, interactive TV

courses that broadcast courses from the main campus to the branch campus, and

self-paced lab courses. Research on the effectiveness of different modalities, as

well as the types of academic support services that need to accompany these

courses, should completed.
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Research on serving underrepresented populations at a branch campus.

The community college serves a wide range of students, including students

who are unprepared for and/or historically undenepresented in the college

experience. Almost 50% of all first-time community college students are assessed

as underprepared for the academic demands of college-level courses (Roueche &

Roueche, 1999). The challenges in this regard are typically more acute for low-

income students and students of colorthose whose previous schooling has served

them least well. The question for a branch campus is whether or not to serve these

students, and if they are served, how are they served, given the limited resources of

a branch campus.

Professional development for adjunct faculty to enhance intentional
engagement.

Students in this study reported little involvement with college-sponsored

student programs or student government. While research shows that students who

are engaged in college activities are more likely to persist, engagement may look

different for students at a branch campus who are only on campus long enough to

attend class. Professional development for faculty on how to engage students in an

intentional way should be studied and encouraged. Engagement may take the form

of study groups, group projects, service learning, or a variety of other collaborative

activities.
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Research on the impact of changing demographics

As Adelman (1999) points out, the growth of post-secondary students in the

next 10 years will be in the under 24 age group while the 25-34 age group will

remain steady. While branch campuses have traditionally served the non-traditional

or older student population, this study points out that this may no longer be the case

for many branch campuses. This potential shift in population could necessitate the

change in the breadth and depth of services at a branch campus.

The Gig Harbor Center has not responded to the growing population of

immigrants. Several students interviewed in this study expressed concern that the

English as a Second Language courses were only offered at the main campus. A

survey of community organizations that provide services to immigrants could help

identify the need for courses for second language learners at a branch campus. This

endeavor could also result in partnerships that support enhanced services to second

language students while leveraging funds among community agencies.

Research on the effectiveness of online advising

The increased use of technology on community college campuses has the

potential to increase access in the area of advising. A pilot study of the use and

effectiveness of online advising at a branch campus would provide valuable data for

student services personnel. The study could focus on advising for students past the

intake/outreach and entry stages.
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Advising in the areas of career advising and ongoing advising for retention

in the engagement stage seem to be appropriate areas for online advising. As

students in this study pointed out, an educational plan is developed during the entry

stage and is usually followed. Online advising could assist students in addressing

barriers that may hinder their progression toward their educational goal.

7. Characteristics of highly effective part-time faculty

Students in this study were pleased with the instruction provided by the Gig

Harbor Center faculty. Since all the faculty are part-time, a study regarding the

characteristics of highly effective part-time faculty would be beneficial. The study

should include the areas of accessibility of part-time faculty as well as the quality of

instruction and student engagement.

Students in this study focused on the accessibility of the part-time faculty.

Since there were no office hours for part-time faculty, student access was limited to

email and phone calls, rather than traditional office visits. Comments regarding

instruction centered on the academic rigor of the coursework and faculty to student

engagement.

Summary

The community college has oflen been criticized for trying to be all things

to all people. The mission of the community college goes beyond the core of

offering transfer or technical degrees. The mission has extended to offering
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developmental education, adult basic education, English as a Second Language,

contract training, business/industry training, noncredit community education

courses, and specialized programs for populations such as welfare recipients and

dislocated workers. While state funding for community colleges diminishes, the

economics of the expansive mission come to the forefront. As the comprehensive

community colleges struggle with mission clarification, the branch campuses must

be even more deliberate in their mission and vision.

This study identified key issues in the determination of student services at a

community college branch campus. The central phenomenon that emerged from

this study was the need for a clear definition of the branch campus mission.

Without that determination, the services necessary to meet students' educational

goals cannot be adequately developed.

All of the students who participated in this study were in core academic or

degree programs. Although these students came to the Gig Harbor Center

academically prepared to take college level courses, it became clear that their needs

were not completely met. Students interviewed for this study discussed the

importance of having a pathway or plan to degree completion. A concern was

having an adequate number of course offerings to complete that pathway at the Gig

Harbor Center.

Alignment of services to assist students not only includes academic

assistance services but also engagement opportunities for students. These

opportunities need to expand beyond the classroom.
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While the findings from this study cannot be generalized to all community

college branch campuses, it can provide a framework for administrators and

researchers to examine the mission of the branch campus and the level of support

for students who are served at community college branch campuses. As resources

for community colleges continue to be challenged and scrutinized both politically

and budgetarily, decisions on who to serve and how to serve become increasingly

critical for community college leaders, administrators, community leaders and

scholars alike.
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APPENDIX A. Survey of Student Services Offered at the Gig Harbor Center

Please check all the items that best describe you:

U I am a full-time student
o I only take classes at the Gig Harbor Campus
o 1 take classes at the TCC main campus and/or the Downtown Campus

and the Gig Harbor Campus
o I take classes at TCC and other colleges

i I am a part-time student
o I only take classes at the Gig Harbor Campus
o I take classes at the TCC main campus and/or the Downtown Campus

and the Gig Harbor Campus
o I take classes at TCC and other colleges

U I am working towards an associate's degree
o I plan to transfer to a four-year university or college
o I am working towards a technical degree

Demographic Information Geographic Information

Age Gender (please circle) Zip Code
U Under 24 Male Female

i 25-29
U 30-39
U 40-49
U 50 and over

I work
U Full-time
U Part-time

I have a
U High school diploma
uGED

I am
U Single
U Married

I am a parent
U Yes
U No



How many quarters have you attended college?

How many quarters have you attended TCC?

How many quarters have you attended the Gig Harbor Campus?

Please check which student services you have utilized at the Gig Harbor Campus:

Pre-college information:
U Picked up information at a fair or community event
LI Attended an information night
u Picked up or requested brochures
U Visited the TCC website
u Heard about TCC from a high school outreach counselor

Student Introduction:
Li Completed the TCC orientation online
U Attended an individual orientation session

Group Orientation
I Attended Titan Up! Day

U Attended an information session

Career Information
U Attended a career workshop
U Attended a class where career information was given
U Used the Washington Occupational Information System
Li Used the career board

Records
U Requested a transcript (official or unofficial)
U Received assessment scores

Educational Testing
Li Took the Accuplacer assessment
U Took the CASAS test

Appraisal
U Reviewed my transcript with an advisor
U Reviewed my test scores with an advisor
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Student Advisement
Attended a Student Success Workshop

U Made an appointment for assistance in choosing a major
U Made an appointment for assistance with class selection
i Discussed transfer options

Appraisal
Li Made an advising appointment prior to enrolling in classes

Co-curricular Activities
U Attended a student program

Student Government
U Voted on a student initiative or election

Student Registration
Li Registered for classes online
Li Registered for classes in person
Li Obtained a student ID
u Registered vehicle for a parking permit

Student Rights and Responsibilities
u Received a student handbook

Financial Aid
Li Picked up a financial aid packet
U Attended a financial aid workshop

Graduate Placement
U Received information on internship placements
U Received a job referral

Academic Support Services
Li Requested accommodations or adaptive equipment for a disability
U Used a math tutor
U Ordered library books from the main campus
u Used online library resources
U Used the computer lab
U Used the online writing center

Thank you for participating in this survey.
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APPENDIX B. Response Card for Interview Participation

I would like to further participate in this research project

i I would like to participate in a focus group
i I would like to participate in an individual interview

I can be contacted by

L1 Email at

i Orbyphoneat
The best time to contact me is at AM PM.

I am 18 years old or older
U Yes
U No
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APPENDIX C. Script for Gathering Survey Data

My name is Paula Norby. I am a Dean here at Tacoma Community College but I'm
not here today in that role. I am a graduate student at Oregon State University. I
am conducting a research project to gather information about what type of services
students at the Gig Harbor Center have used and are currently using. I am asking
you today to fill out a survey to indicate the services you have used or are currently
using as a student at the Gig Harbor Center. Your participation is voluntary and
your responses will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by law. Your
participation or non-participation in this project will have no effect on your
relationship with TCC or with your academic standing. If you have already
received this survey in another class, please do not fill out another survey.

There are no foreseeable risks to participants who complete this survey nor are
there any potential benefits. The survey should take 10 to 15 minutes to complete.
You may refuse to answer any question or questions and may discontinue your
participation at any time.

To further explore the types of services needed for students, I will be conducting
focus groups and individual interviews. Those two activities will be an opportunity
for you to voice your opinion regarding services that are needed by students to meet
their educational goals.

The focus groups will take just over an hour and the interviews will take about an
hour of your time. If you would like to participate in either a focus group or
interview, please fill out the response card that is attached to your survey. The
information from the focus group and interviews will be confidential.
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APPENDIX D. hformed Consent for Interview Participants

Title of the Research Project: Out on a Limb: Serving Students at One
Community College Branch Campus

Investigators:
Dr. Rich Shintaku, Professor and Paula Norby, Doctoral Student

Purpose of the Research Project:
The purpose of this study is threefold: to create a profile of branch campus
students, to discover what services students who attend a branch campus are
currently utilizing, and to discover what services are perceived as needed by a select
group of branch campus students to meet their educational goals. The results of
this study will be used to meet the requirements of a doctoral program in the
community college leadership program. The results may also be used to further
study student services at branch campus locations.

Procedures:
During the interview or focus group process, I understand that Paula Norby will ask
me questions about my experiences as a student at the Gig Harbor branch campus.
The focus group or interview will take approximately one and half hours in length,
scheduled in advance. It is possible that I may be contacted in person or by
telephone for follow up information. The focus group or interview will be
audiotaped, unless I request that it not be. At any time, I may request that the
taping be stopped. I may also request at any time to stop the focus group or
interview or refuse to answer a question. The audiotape will be destroyed at the
end of the study.

Foreseeable Risks and Benefits:
The researcher foresees no risks. There will be no personal benefits.

Anonymity or Confidentiality:
Any information obtained from me will be anonymous. I will be identified by a
pseudonym in the transcript of my interview as well as in any reports or
presentations in the study. My real name will not appear anywhere but this
document. Either Paula Norby or a paid typist will transcribe the tape recording.
The audiotape will be destroyed at the end of this study. Paper copies of the
transcript of the interview will be destroyed and digital copies will be
deleted/erased when the study has been completed.
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Voluntary Participation:
I affirm that my participation in this study is completely voluntary. I understand
that I may either refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time
without repercussions. Additionally, I may decline to answer any question during
the interview. If I withdraw from the study, information I have provided will be
destroyed and not included in the final report.

Questions about the Study:
I understand that any questions I have about the research study or specific
procedures should be directed to Paula Norby at 253-566-5132 or Dr. Rich
Shintaku at 541-737-9324. If I have questions about my rights as a research
participant, I should call the Institutional Review Board Human Protections
Administrator at 541-737-3437 or by e-mail at IRBoregonstate.edu.

My signature below indicates that I have read and that I understand the procedures
described above, and I give my informed and voluntary consent to participate in this
study. I understand that I will receive a signed copy of this consent form.

Signature of the Participant Date Signed

Participant's Printed Name



APPENDIX E. hiterview Question Guide

Think back to the first time you heard about TCC/Gig Harbor Center. Did you
pick up some information at a fair or from a counselor? Did you visit the TCC
website? Did you attend an information night? Did you see TCC's brochures?

After deciding to attend TCC did you complete the online orientation. Did you
attend an individual orientation session? Maybe you attended the Titan UP!
DAY or another group orientation session. What do you remember thinking
about the orientation session? Was it helpful?

Think back to the first time you walked into the Gig Harbor Centeryou
walked through the front doors and what were your first thoughts as you looked
left to the reception window, looked straight ahead to the student center, and
right to the classrooms?

Before selecting classes, what were some of the steps you used?

Did you take a placement test? Did you need to talk to someone about the test
scores? Did you have your transcript reviewed? Did you attend a student
success workshop to prepare for classes? Did you talk to an advisor to help
select classes or choose a program of study?

Did you need help applying for financial aid? Did you find information
regarding financial aid?

You're registering for classesyou may be registering online or maybe you
came to the GHC in person. Did you find the process easy, frustrating? Where
you able to get a student ID or a parking permit? Did you pick up a student
handbook?

Have you do some career exploration? Maybe you attended a career workshop,
or attended a class where career information was given. Have you tried to use a
computer information system for careers?

After beginning classes did you need some academic assistance?
Accommodations for a disability? Did you need a tutor for math? Use the
online writing center? What about library servicesdid you order books or use
the online services? Have you used the computer lab? Were there services you
needed and couldn't find?

Since you've attended classes here at GHC, have you participated in student
activities? Are there programs you'd like to see offered?
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Now that you've finishing up the quarter, what is going through your mind?

What student support services would make your life easier?

Is there anything I should ask you but didn't?



APPENDIX F. Letter of Permission

March 27, 2003

Institutional Review Board
Oregon State University
312 Kerr Administration Building
Corvallis, OR 97331

To Whom It May Concern:

I am granting permission for Dr. Rich Shintaku, principal investigator and Paula Norby,
doctoral student, to conduct research at Tacoma Community College's Gig Harbor Campus.
I understand this research includes a student questionnaire, focus groups and individual
rnterviews.

If you have any questions, please contact me at 253-566-5022.

Sincerely,

Kathi Hiyane-Brown
Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs
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APPENDIX G. Letter to Faculty Requesting Participation

MEMO

Date: April 24, 2003

To: Gig Harbor Faculty

From: Paula Norby

Subject: Student Survey
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I am conducting a research project to gather information about what type of services
students at the Gig Harbor Center have used and are currently using. This research
will be used for completion of a dissertation but will hopefully result in useful
information for the Gig Harbor Center. 1 plan on providing a student profile along
with information on service utilization.

The attached survey should take 10 to 15 minutes to complete. I have also included
the script that I must use for gathering the survey data.

I am also planning on conducting several focus groups and individual interviews to
further explore the types of services needed for students.

Thank you for considering participation in this research project.




